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Abstract
Nature is under immediate and increasing threat. Habitat destruction and species’
extinctions abound despite the myriad interventions and multitude of investments by
governments, organizations, and communities. As the extinction crisis looms larger and
demands on the public purse grow greater, understanding how science becomes policy and
policy practice is more importanqat than ever. In response to this call and to the increasing
insularity of conservation biology that has consciously nourished a careful separation of
knowledge and action, of scientist and park manager, I explored questions at the nexus of
conservation science, policy, and practice. How is science translated into policy? How does
policy become practice? I applied cognitive theory and conflict modelling to case studies in
forest hydrology and species conservation to deconstruct how conservation science becomes
policy. I collected field data from Lake Mead National Recreation Area and from the World Bank
to examine how policies are translated into practice.
These are important questions because current assumptions in conservation biology
apportions these three separate but equal disciplines – science, policy, and practice – into one
that is central and two that are peripheral. But the transmission of knowledge from the
Academy to the domains of conservation policy and practice, though difficult, is our mandate.
Thus, as much as technical competence matters in conservation biology, so too does political
literacy. After all, conservation occurs within a dynamic social, political, and institutional
landscape. Nonetheless, the current emphasis in conservation biology continues to focus on
answering questions in the natural sciences and, to a lesser degree, in economics. This focus is
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important, as is protecting scholarship from the daily pressures of a society that demands quick
and ready answers. But scientific data is only one commodity among many that policy‐makers
and conservation practitioners trade in a tournament of values. Its usefulness lies in the wider
social and political environment. Moreover, conservation biology is not simply an applied subset
of biology or ecology. It is a mission‐driven discipline that dedicates itself to the pursuit of
science to save wildlife and wild lands. It encapsulates certain values as axioms. We hold these
truths to be self‐evident: that the diversity of life matters and that the struggle to end
extinctions is meaningful.
Therefore, though conservation science, the design of conservation policies, and the
practice of conservation are separate disciplines, they are each integral to the other in our
mission to best affect conservation outcomes. We must understand their different rules of
evidence, speak their distinctive languages, and achieve credibility in all three disciplines while
maintaining a sense of intellectual integrity in each. This dissertation navigates the nexus of all
three disciplines by respecting their differences as well as recognizing their shared mission in the
service of wildlife and wild lands.
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1. Introduction
Nature is under immediate and increasing threat. Over 10% of tropical forests have
been clearcut, slashed, and burned each decade for the past half‐century (Pimm, 2001). Since
1980, 122 amphibian species have gone extinct, never to return (Young et al., 2004; Pounds et
al., 2006). These tales of tragedy exist despite the myriad interventions and investments by
government bureaucracies, non‐government organizations, and private land‐owners. As the
extinction crisis looms larger and demands on the public purse grow greater, understanding how
conservation science becomes policy and policy practice is more important than ever.
Conservation biology is the scientific study of nature with the aim of protecting species,
their habitats, and ecosystems from excessive rates of extinction (Soule, 1986). It is
interdisciplinary, drawing on the natural and social sciences, public policy, and the practice of
natural resource management. But its current assumptions apportions these three separate but
equal tenets – science, policy, and practice – into one that is favored, and two that are sidelined.
But the transmission of knowledge from the Academy to the domains of conservation policy and
practice, though difficult, is a key element of our mandate – conserving species and spaces.
Ultimately, conservation occurs within a dynamic social, political, and institutional landscape.
So, as much as technical competence matters in conservation biology (Robinson, 2006), so too
does political literacy. Nonetheless, the current emphasis in conservation biology is on
answering questions in the natural sciences and, to a lesser degree, in economics (Meine et al,
2006). This focus is important, as is a commitment to a methodological rigor that protects
scholarship from the daily pressures of a society that demands quick and ready answers (Easton,
1969; Redford and Sanjayan, 2003). But scientific data is only one commodity among many that
1

policy‐makers and conservation practitioners trade in a tournament of values (Robertson and
Hull, 2001). Its usefulness lies in the wider social and political environment. After all,
conservation biology is not simply an applied subset of biology or ecology (e.g. Naess 1990;
Barry and Oeschlaeger, 1996; Odenbaugh, 2003). It is a mission‐driven discipline that dedicates
itself to the pursuit of science to save wildlife and wild lands (Meine et al., 2006). It encapsulates
certain values as axioms (Meffe and Viederman, 1995). We hold these truths to be self‐evident:
that the diversity of life matters and that the struggle to end extinctions is meaningful.
Therefore, though conservation science, the design of conservation policies, and the
practice of conservation are separate disciplines, they are each integral to assuring conservation
outcomes. We must understand their different rules of evidence, speak their distinctive
languages, and achieve credibility in all three worlds while maintaining a sense of intellectual
integrity in each. This requires respect for their differences as well as recognizing their shared
mission in the service of wildlife and wild lands. As a result, and in response to the increasing
insularity of conservation biology that has consciously nourished a careful separation of
knowledge and action, of scientist and actor (e.g. Meffe, 1998), I use this dissertation to explore
boundary issues at the nexus of conservation science, policy, and practice. My dissertation is in
two‐halves: the first examines how conservation science becomes policy; the second explores
how conservationists translate policies into action in the field.

1.1 From Science to Policy
Conservation problems are a tangled web of intersecting and competing social values,
economic interests, and technical information; contested are the nature and gravity of
individual problems, the dynamics underlying them, and their optimal solutions (Hickey, 2006).
2

In this section, I examine how policy entrepreneurs both for and against certain policies affect
how decision‐makers navigate this web to translate conservation science into policy.

1.1.1 The Role of Policy Entrepreneurs
My first chapter explores a seemingly unrelenting question in conservation biology (e.g.
Marris, 2006): Should conservation biologists engage in the policy process? Some of us refuse to
stand by and narrate the end of species (e.g. Lovejoy, 1989; Meffe and Viederman, 1995;
Lackey, 2007; Noss, 2007). More of us equate policy with politics and argue that more science
and less politics would make the world a better place (Clark, 2002). But this question is moot.
Conservation biology is a mission‐driven discipline: defying nature’s end matters to us. Thus, the
more interesting question is not if we engage, but how. I catalogue the traits of Research Tellers
and Brokers, conservation biologists who, even as we claim a reluctance to engage, cannot
escape it. Ours is a policy science that is problem‐oriented and squarely located in the policy
process. We are policy entrepreneurs – people who invest their resources to push a preferred
policy (Kingdon, 1984).
Next, I examine the accusation that scientists who engage undermine scientific
credibility (Blockstein, 2002). Among her peers, a scientist establishes credibility by her
methodological rigor (Longino, 1990). Conversely, the public bestows credibility based on a
scientist’s familiarity (e.g. Lach et al., 2003). Instead, I propose that uncertainty is the real threat
to a scientist’s credibility in the policy process.
As a result, we need a healthy dose of political literacy to focus our minds on rendering
unto science its constitutive values, while giving unto the policy process what is ours to give, a
role filtering the significance of science based on a belief that more nature is better than less.
3

Thus, I also use this chapter to introduce a simplified model of how policy entrepreneurs, in part
by chaperoning science, affect policy outcomes. I use the debates about deforestation causing
flooding to demonstrate that environmental policy is not the sum of scientific evidence but the
result of a tournament of values played by multiple special interests – including conservation
biology.

1.1.2 The Role of Opposition
The Endangered Species Act (ESA, or the Act) was originally promulgated in 1973 amidst
broad consensus and authorized for a five year term. However, after 1978, Congress has
reauthorized the Act intermittently and only for shorter periods. The Act’s last reauthorization
expired in September 1992. Amongst other factors, zealous opposition is considered responsible
for the fact that the Act has remained dependent upon annual appropriations for 18 years.
Amidst this opposition, property rights arguments, though they have waxed and waned over the
decades, are predominant.
This chapter explores this opposition to the Act. I classify the types of property rights
opposition into three strands – directly‐affected individuals (DAIs), federally‐dependent entities
(FDEs) and constitutional proponents (CPs). I show that despite overlapping rhetoric, each
strand has distinct concerns based on how the Act infringes their property rights. I further
suggest that these concerns have played a part in the Act’s history of reauthorizations that is
difficult to fully understand without disaggregating impacts. After all, the focus on Section 9 –
the part of the ESA that makes unlawful the taking of a listed species – often proposed as the
key to alleviating this opposition and gaining consensus on a reauthorization misses the fact that
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impacts on property rights arising from Section 7 are unaffected by the addition of incidental
take permits or the parallel development of a compensatory framework.
Next, I explore how this opposition has, over time, influenced calls for ESA reform, and
examine how these reforms in turn have affected this opposition. Because most changes have
tempered the impacts of Section 9, individuals have found a measure of relief. As a result, the
immediacy of constitutional arguments, demanding that infringements on personal property
rights be offset with fair‐market compensation, has also been dampened. However, the repeal
of the 1978 amendment that added an economic balancing test to the designation of critical
habitat and the little used God Committee exception suggest that Section 7, and not Section 9,
now represents the battleground over property rights. And this puts entities dependent upon
federal funding, action or authorization, at the head of the battle.
Finally, I examine the state of this opposition today. From a close reading of the twelve
ESA hearings held before the House of Representatives in 2004 and 2005, I conclude that
regardless of the contraction in individual and constitutional strands, opposition to the Act
focusing on property rights, mostly from FDEs, continues to play a role in keeping the ESA on the
Congressional table. Nonetheless, to satisfy both the broad environmental constituency that
supports the Act and the remaining powerful cadre of property rights advocates who oppose it, I
suggest that Congress will feel no real urgency to reauthorize the Act any time soon. Rather,
they will remain content with negotiating annual budget appropriations that allow the Act’s
protections to remain operational while starving some of its most controversial aspects of
necessary funding.
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1.2 From Policy to Practice
Traditional policy efforts in conservation have focused on what to conserve and where
(Redford and Sanjayan, 2003). But very little information exists as to what is actually working in
the field (Jenkins et al., 2003). Failure to evaluate how policies have translated into actions has
led to the adoption of dogma that can be wrong (Sutherland et al., 2004) and to an unwavering
faith in the connection between each silver bullet – from ecotourism to bioprospecting – and a
conservation outcome (Ferraro and Pattanayak, 2006). In this section, I explore the
consequences of traditional policy practices in protected areas and the links between policies
and investments in conservation practice.

1.2.1 Managing for Competing Mandates in National Parks
In this chapter, I synthesize lessons learned from eighteen months doing field research
at Lake Mead National Recreation Area (LAME). Protected areas are the cornerstones of
conservation (Pimm et al., 1995). Invasive species are second only to habitat destruction in
depleting biodiversity and damaging parks (e.g. Reaser et al., 2003). So, when, in January 2007, a
marina employee discovered the invasive quagga mussel (Dreissena rostriformis bugensis) in
Lake Mead, the park was prepared for just such an invasion (LAME, 2007b). It had an early
detection program in place. It also had a clear operational mandate to do something about any
invasion. Upon finding the mussel, it quickly moved to access funding and the best available
science to implement a response. After debating four options, the park’s response focused on
education and enforcing existing laws. Despite this rapid response, quagga spread throughout
the park and quagga colonies soon began to appear throughout the western United States
(Benson et al., 2009).
6

Using my field data, I analyzed why efforts to control the infestation failed and ask what
general lessons we can learn from this case history. I show that concentrating visitation on the
lakes through a process of zoning opened a pathway for invasion, guided management
decisions, and ultimately led to the rapid spread of quagga. Zoning has become common
practice in park units worldwide (e.g. Sax, 2001). It reduces traditional stressors on other parts
of a park by concentrating the human footprint in one area. It reconciles competing mandates to
protect nature and allow recreation. However, zoning also calcifies pathways for the invasion of
alien species. Arriving in less pristine areas in large numbers, these species are quickly colonizing
parks and compromising biodiversity across disturbed and wild areas alike.

1.2.2 Conservation Dollars and Sense
In this final chapter, together with Stuart Pimm, I investigated which models best
explain why donors spend their conservation investments as they do. Conventional wisdom cries
that there is insufficient funding for conservation worldwide, particularly in poorer countries
(e.g. Bruner et al., 2003; Balmford et al., 2002). Studies suggest that over $20 billion annually is
required to conserve biodiversity, though less than $6 billion is being spent (James et al., 2001).
Other studies indicate that what limited financing is available is not spent in the right places
(Halpern et al., 2006; Balmford and Whitten, 2003). Conservationists identify these right places
by mapping hotspots (Myers et al., 2000), ecoregions (Olson et al., 2001) and wild places
(DiSilvestro, 1993; Sanderson et al., 2002; Redford et al., 2003). These prioritization schema
largely overlap. They point to consensus priority areas that predominate in the tropics.
In this chapter, I explored the World Bank’s biodiversity investments in protected areas
from 1988‐2008. While we agree that while there is never enough money, what investments are
7

made channel resources to poor countries with a preponderance of important biodiversity
areas. We show that consensus priority regions are in fact better financed that others and that,
within regions, poorer countries get proportionally more funding that their wealthier
counterparts. We also found that contrary to perceived wisdom, even regions that are not
considered priorities, but still have important ecosystem services, such as the world’s cold spots
(Kareiva and Marvier, 2003), are receiving much needed investments.
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2. Should Conservation Biologists Engage in the Policy Process?
We’re Still Asking the Wrong Question.
2.1 Introduction
It is the question that reoccurs again and again in the conservation literature (e.g.
Marris, 2006): Should conservation biologists engage in the policy process? Some of us fear that
without engaging, society cannot end the pathology of extinction. We refuse to stand on the
political sidelines and simply narrate the end of species (e.g. Lovejoy, 1989; Meffe and
Viederman, 1995; Lackey, 2007; Noss, 2007). For more of us, the very act of engagement
contaminates scientific objectivity (e.g. Mills, 2000; Scott et al., 2007). We equate policy with
politics, believe that science is very different to politics, and argue that more science and less
politics would make the world a much better place (Clark, 2002). As a result, there has long been
a real tension in academia and on the pages of many journals between those of us whose
fundamental commitment is to publish research, and those who not only publish but feel a duty
to advocate the results of our research in the policy realm (e.g. Pielke, 2007).
However unrelenting, the question of whether or not conservation biologists should
engage in the policy process is, in fact, moot. Conservation biology is a crisis discipline. Insofar as
it is a natural science, it is also a mission‐driven science. It encapsulates certain values as axioms.
We hold these truths to be self‐evident: that the diversity of life matters and that the struggle to
end extinctions is meaningful. Conservation biology is not simply a descriptive science; it is, by
its very label, prescriptive (e.g. Naess, 1990; Barry and Oeschlaeger, 1996; Odenbaugh, 2003).
So, though many of us claim a reluctance to enter the policy fray, by virtue of our chosen
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discipline, we cannot escape it. Ours is a policy science that is problem‐oriented and squarely
located in the policy process. We invest our resources in a preferred policy outcome.
So, since we all engage in the policy process, the more interesting question is not if, but
how we do so. In this chapter, I catalogue the traits of conservation biologists as we participate
in the policy process in ways both large and small. Engaging across a spectrum marked by a light
touch or a heavy hand, I split us at into, respectively, “Research Tellers” and “Research Brokers.”
Research Tellers and Brokers are well‐credentialed scientists whom many hold in high esteem as
a critical source of specialized knowledge. Tellers largely restrict their role to publishing journal
articles. But even here, as they move from noting their results to stating their conclusions, they
push their preferred policy in the public realm. Brokers are less reticent about their
engagement; they explicitly embrace a credo of relevance, and with it, the need to speak their
scientific ‘truth’ to power from a political pulpit.
Given that conservation biologists by their very discipline engage in the policy process, I
then consider the accusation that as a result they undermine scientific credibility (e.g.
Blockstein, 2002; Chan, 2008). In the scientific community, a scientist establishes credibility
among her fellow scientists by cleaving to the constitutive values of the scientific enterprise –
hypothesis testing, methodological rigor, replicability, et cetera (Longino, 1990). If a scientist’s
peers bestow credibility on her when she faithfully applies her craft to generate results, how can
engaging in the policy process confound her credibility in their eyes? After all, engagement
follows, rather than predicts, scientific results determined according to proper scientific
practice. Conversely, I found that the public bestows credibility on scientists based on their
familiarity and likeability more than their formal certificates of expertise (e.g. Lach et al., 2003).
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The more a scientist engages, the more credible she becomes in the public’s eye and the policy
process.
I suggest instead that while engaging in the policy process does not threaten a scientist’s
credibility in that process, uncertainty, a fruit of all scientific labor (e.g. Giles, 2002), does. As a
result, conservation biologists must abandon the unrelenting question and instead take our
rightful place as participants in the policy process to filter the significance of scientific results
and avoid unwarranted assertions of absolute certainty or an unnecessary emphasis on
uncertainty (Kinzig et al., 2003).
Thus, while technical skills are critical in conservation biology, a dose of political literacy
is also important. By dissecting how decision‐makers construct policies more generally, and
using the policy debate about the role of forests in flooding in particular, I illustrate how policy
entrepreneurs, a class of political actors who invest their resources in achieving a preferred
policy outcome, play a role in the policy process. I propose that engagement is more important
than scientific evidence in turning conservation science into conservation outcomes.
Environmental policy is not the sum of scientific evidence but the result of a marketplace of
ideas inhabited by multiple special interests – including conservation biology. Scientific evidence
is merely one among many items pitted in this marketplace by people trying to persuade the
decision‐makers in favor of their policy preference.

2.2 If the shoe fits…
The theory of stages is the dominant paradigm that describes the policy process (Jones,
1970; Anderson, 1975; Peters, 1986). In it, the public policy process spans several stages, from
problem definition, agenda‐setting, and policy adoption, to implementing, evaluating, and
11

terminating a policy. Decision‐makers in that process pick winners and losers amongst a set of
alternative policies. This tournament of values, this marketplace of political ideas and
arguments, is thriving. However, decision‐makers and citizens are often at a loss to judge which
ideas are genuine or which arguments are wrong‐headed. Neither political parties, nor public
officials, interest groups nor the public at large, have standards for assigning weight to person or
point in this tournament. In such conditions, scientific evidence can provide a much needed
articulation of concepts, arguments, and ideas. Although frequently more in rhetoric than
substance, reference to scientific evidence can provide politicians, public officials, and citizens
alike with a compass to navigate within an ideological universe in disarray (Hoppe, 1999).
For conservation biologists, this engendered the unrelenting question: should we
engage in the policy process? This question has polarized our community (Meffe, 2007; Chan,
2008). Some of us suggest that any threat to an impression of objectivity endangers science in
general and belittles conservation biology in particular, and that scientists engaging in the policy
process constitute just such a threat (e.g. Mills, 2000; Pielke, 2007). Others amongst us
announce that we cannot stand on the sidelines and narrate the end of so many species (e.g.
Meffe, 1998; Scott et al., 2007). We defend our engagement by claiming to stand on the
shoulders of our science. I believe that the question presents a false choice between those
against and those in favor of engagement. Instead, I propose that by our very discipline, every
conservation biologist already engages in the policy process, and the more interesting question
as a result is not if, but how we do so.
Conservation biology grew out of the natural sciences. It has constitutive values in
common with them that underlie the scientific enterprise. These values, of simplicity, empirical
accuracy, and hypothesis testing to name just a few, determine what constitutes acceptable
12

scientific practice and method (Longino, 1990). Conservation biology also inherited many of the
cultural and institutional obstacles facing scientist engagement in the public realm. Academic
jobs leave little time for public education or policy engagement; scientists still train almost
entirely in research methods, not public communication, or policy intervention; and they still
fear that such engagement will reduce their credibility (Chan, 2008).
Nonetheless, biologists committed to conservation sent a clarion call to their peers to
recapture relevance (Soule, 1985). They asserted that the iterative nature of scientific inquiry
ignores the reality of shorter timeframes in political decision‐making and environmental
degradation (e.g. Balmford and Cowling, 2006). The result: a new discipline, conservation
biology, which is not a simple applied subset of biology or ecology. It is a mission‐driven
discipline that dedicates itself to the pursuit of science to save wildlife and wild lands (Meine et
al., 2006). Its disciples, qua conservation biologists, believe that species’ diversity matters and
that science must find an end to the pathology and practice of extinction (Soule, 1985; Soule et
al., 2005). As such, every conservation biologist is an advocate for conservation.
In general, imagining the question, choosing a methodology, and especially interpreting
results all introduce subjectivity and something of the scientist into her work regardless of the
topic (e.g. Lele and Norgaard, 1996; Noss, 2007). But, by their very label, conservation biologists
have freely given up any claim to the disinterestedness that elsewhere is a supposed hallmark of
good science. The natural sciences, as Newtonian mechanics, are firmly rooted in the
epistemological presumptions of positivism — the belief that valid knowledge claims are value
neutral and context independent. Conservation biology has purposefully thrown off the
gravitational pull of such assumptions without undermining the more foundational constitutive
values of the scientific enterprise (Gray and Campbell, 2009).
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As such, conservation biology is a policy science that addresses the dynamics and
problems of afflicted wildlife and wild lands. It is neither disinterested nor simply passion
masquerading as reason. It explores what is rational, what is practical, and what is ethical (Clark,
2002). It is interdisciplinary, drawing on the natural and social sciences, economics, and the
practices of natural resource management and international development. It is steeped in
context with a definitive problem orientation that includes goal clarification; trend description;
analysis of conditions; projection of future developments; invention, evaluation and selection of
alternatives (Lasswell, 1970). A conservation biologist is less and less method‐bound. Her multi‐
method approach both reflects and contributes to her problem orientation. At her least
engaged, she is neither a natural scientist as defined by conventional standards nor a lobbyist
for special interests, but instead, an analyst whose skills, knowledge, and contextual mapping,
and her time and reputational investment therein, contributes information to decision makers
that enhance the likelihood of attaining her desired conservation outcomes (Pielke, 2004). She
is, de jure and de facto, a policy entrepreneur, someone who invests her resources in the hope
of having her preferred conservation outcome adopted or implemented.
Thus, conservation biologists engage in the policy process by the very act of doing
research on conservation issues. As policy entrepreneurs, we inhabit a wide spectrum from
Research Tellers who publicize our issue‐driven policy analyses in journals, to Research Brokers
who dive deep into the policy process as vocal lobbyists. Both Tellers and Brokers are a
particular subset of policy entrepreneurs. They invest their time and reputation in the hope of
having their preferred policies put on the agenda, adopted or implemented. They often
integrate the three roles typically played by different individuals in other sciences: they are, at
once, researcher, expert witness, and advocate. Like other policy entrepreneurs, they use
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stories to package an issue in such a way as to encourage certain interpretations and discourage
others (Levin et al., 1998). For example, they often marry conservation science and social justice
in order to push for a preferred policy outcome (e.g. Taylor, 2000; Adams et al., 2004). Two
characteristics, however, set them apart from other policy entrepreneurs who advocate for
conservation.
Firstly, both Tellers and Brokers are well‐credentialed research scientists who cloak
themselves in expertise. Their standing in and access to the policy process comes almost
exclusively from their scientific bona fides or academic placement. Many people,
environmentalists in particular, hold scientists and their research in high esteem (e.g. Lidskog,
1996; Lubchenco, 1998). There is a deep belief in science speaking truth to power that resonates
in some parts of the public realm (e.g. Yankelovich, 2004). Research Brokers in particular exploit
that belief to buffer their standing in the policy process amongst particular constituencies that
then afford them direct access to decision‐makers and the halls of power.
Research Tellers and Brokers use this unique standing to shape public interpretations of
scientific evidence. They sell their credibility as a basic requirement for privileging their
interpretation of research data over less acceptable interpretations by other parties. This in turn
promotes their policies. Research Tellers engage almost exclusively through peer‐reviewed
literature. They cling to the impression of scientific evidence as a truth that directly influences
matters of policy without the need for actual engagement (Allen et al., 2001). As much as this
impression is naive, their refusal to engage is also illusory. As they translate data into
information, they move from the results sections of their papers to a discussion that includes at
least the axiom that more biodiversity is better. Papers about parks for example rarely ask if
they are a public good, rather they explore how to expand and better protect them. After all,
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impartial, dispassionate discussion is illusory in a mission‐driven discipline. As she moves from
describing her results to discussing their consequences, a Research Teller is engaging in the
policy process.
Branching away from peer‐reviewed literature, Research Brokers often use gray
literature, public commentary, and media interviews to more directly engage in the policy
process. But these subtle venue changes conflate Tellers and Brokers; the public does not
readily distinguish between scientific inquiry and a scientist’s conclusions, or between peer‐
reviewed journals and the editorial pages of newspapers (e.g. Gatowski et al., 2001). Particularly
in conservation biology where most papers are issue‐driven rather than curiosity‐led, to suggest
that any discussion or conclusion has objective qualities, that is, to treat it as ‘truth’ incarnate,
regardless of where it is found, is shortsighted (Scott et al., 2007).
The second characteristic that divorces Research Tellers and Brokers from other
conservation policy entrepreneurs is that they express themselves as reluctant players in the
policy process. Indeed, they believe their articulated reluctance adds to their aura of expertise.
They revel in supposedly not representing a particular interest group or an industry. Instead,
they claim that they simply cannot stand on the sidelines as their science, and only their science,
alerts them to disaster (e.g. Meffe and Viederman, 1995; Ehrenfeld, 2001; Whitten et al., 2001).
Indeed so reluctant are they that Research Tellers refute the notion of being advocates for
anything other than at most the importance of the scientific process. Both Tellers and Brokers
distinguish themselves from other policy advocates with similar policy preferences (e.g. Wagner,
1999): The latter wear conservation on their sleeve, and sometimes use science to sell their
policy preferences; Tellers and Brokers wear science on their sleeve and advocate for
conservation because of their dedication to telling their scientific truth.
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2.3 What about Credibility?
If we accept the premise that conservation biologists are policy entrepreneurs, and
already engage with policy issues, we must then examine the corollary of the unrelenting
question: does engagement endanger the scientific enterprise? Do Research Tellers and Brokers
risk devaluing conservation science (e.g. Blockstein, 2002)? Does their engagement contaminate
scientific credibility more generally? At first glance, the debates in the US Congress over the
reauthorization of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) prove the dangers of conservation
biologists advocating in the policy process. Despite the shared perception that the ESA is broken
(e.g. Coursey, 1997; Wilcove, 1997), Congress last reauthorized the Act in 1992. One central
tenet of the debates over reauthorization has centered on the question of relevant expertise
(Hickey, 2009). Should science or common sense dictate which species the government should
list and where they should designate critical habitat? Proponents of a looser ESA immediately
cried foul when conservation biologists advocated for wildlife and wild lands. They labeled the
science value‐laden and a mask for best guesses in the service of a special interest. As a result,
hearings on the ESA tended to favor a “wide latitude for interpretation of what constitutes best
available science in making ESA decisions” (US Congress, 2004). The scientific enterprise
appeared tarnished and its credibility strained. Did this happen because conservation biologists
engaged in the policy process? Or did it happen because opposing special interests used the
Academy’s own conceit against engagement and political illiteracy to impose questions about
their credibility, their objectivity and, ultimately, their preferred outcome? Understanding how
credibility is constructed can help answer this question.
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As scientists, we trust that when, in the policy process, matters of fact are not easily
separable from considerations having to do with a scientist’s assumptions, her selection of
evidence, or her choice of methodology, her credibility substitutes as the lodestar of scientific
truth (Majone, 1989). Thus, a scientist’s credibility is integral to the scientific enterprise. But
what exactly is credibility to the scientific community? I propose that it is something that we
embrace intellectually as belonging to a scientist based on how rigorously she applies the
constitutive values of the scientific enterprise. Truth is its own recommendation. And that
something is true is contingent upon the unambiguous pursuit of a replicable methodology. So
how exactly could engagement damage credibility in the eyes of our scientific peers? Given its
construction of credibility, it can only suffer when a scientist discards the constitutive values of
the scientific enterprise. Objectivity is one of these fundamental precepts. But objectivity
matters only in the pursuit of knowledge. As long as a scientist comes by her results in a
methodological fashion, is she not subscribing to these constitutive values? Surely, what she
does with her results, if and how she applies them in the policy process, is beside the point?
But scientists believe that it is more among the public and decision‐makers that a
scientist threatens her credibility when she participates in the policy process. Many of us believe
our credibility in the public imagination emanates from an abiding belief in reason as the
primary source of expertise and authority (e.g. Mills, 2000). And we believe that engagement,
and the emotion and values that come with it, is antithetical to dispassion, the outward
manifestation of reason.
In reality, the public’s procedures for granting scientific credibility are amorphous and
often unclear. What is clear, however, is that while reason lingers in some communities as a
beacon of credibility, others reject it outright (Hoppe, 1999):
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Once upon a time, social, political and administrative élites genuinely believed
in scientific rationality as a key to solving collective problems. Like scientists
themselves, they were inheritors of the ‘Enlightenment’, who pictured
unfettered growth of scientific knowledge as the driving force of social progress
and individual ‘pursuit of happiness’. However, after two World Wars, the Shoah
(Nazi death camps) and the Gulag (Soviet death camps), the nuclear race, the
ecological crisis, and the fall of ‘scientific’ communism, belief in scientific
rationality is decaying. Science and scientists are, to a greater or lesser extent,
accessories to human suffering and ecological degradation. For religious
fundamentalists and modern neo‐tribalists this suffices to reject science in a
‘rage against reason’.
In broad terms, the public’s assessment of credibility arises from inferential practices
that flourish in everyday life: the standing of the so‐called expert, and her familiarity, body
language, and narrative arc (Shapin, 1995). In other words, the public often grants credibility to
a scientist in relation to her ability to deliver research results that are easily understood and
actionable (Lach et al., 2003). They rely on both the scientist being clear and the scientific
evidence being useful. There is some routine deference to authoritative sources of expert
knowledge, but only some. Formal warrants of credibility – inhabiting academia, having a PhD –
do not substitute for familiarity. In the public realm, and among decision‐makers, credibility
suffers when people are unlikeable, unclear, or unknown. Engaging in the public realm, for
better or worse, actually enlarges a scientist’s credibility. The Matthew effect – that a renowned
scientist will get more credit for the same work than an inexperienced and unknown peer
(Merton, 1968) – is mirrored in the public’s grant of credibility. A scientist can thus cement her
credibility with time, publicity, and the pursuit of a clear message.
But the transmission of knowledge from the Academy to the domains of conservation
policy and practice requires a scientist to have credibility in the policy process among the public.
Since engagement on its face does not undermine a scientist’s credibility in the public eye, what
can do harm to it? I suggest uncertainty. For the general public, uncertainty breeds discomfort
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with an incomplete picture (e.g. Shackley and Wynne, 1996). Many scientists, accustomed to a
“wait‐to‐learn” attitude, leverage uncertainty to call for more research (e.g. Reckhow, 1994).
This may ultimately offer better policy options than are currently available, but too often, more
research merely leads to more uncertainty. After all, uncertainty is an intrinsic component of the
scientific enterprise. Declaring anything certain requires a degree of evidence seldom, if ever,
attainable in the real world. It is this ubiquity of scientific uncertainty that really threatens
science as a credible, authoritative, truth‐producing profession in the public eye. Whereas for
scientists uncertainty points the way to further enquiry, for decision‐makers it propagates
indecision and reduces the worth of all scientific data in the tournament of values.
Uncertainty is often made worse by how regularly journalists pit scientist against
scientist in a dueling scenario, with little or no discussion of the basis for disagreement, and
often without mention of the relative degree of acceptance of the differing views (e.g. Stocking
and Holstein, 1993; Dearing, 1995). Take for example, climate change. Since the early 1980s, a
robust international scientific consensus about the reality and seriousness of climate change has
emerged (e.g. IPCC, 1990, 1995, 2001; NRC, 2001). Nevertheless, policy entrepreneurs opposed
to accepting climate change coalesced around the American conservative movement in the
1990s, and mobilized to deny global warming (McCright and Dunlap, 2003). They aligned
themselves with prominent climate change skeptics known for their rejection of mainstream
climate research. The media provided a platform on which these fringe scientists met head‐to‐
head with representatives of the scientific consensus (e.g. Boykoff and Boykoff, 2000). Given
equal time and equal weight, the public was left searching for other markers of scientific validity
(e.g. Zehr, 2000). The deep pockets of the anti‐climate change brigade made their message
prevalent and their representatives familiar. Together, this made their case credible.
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Research Tellers and Brokers can break this cycle of uncertainty. At their best, they
differentiate established conservation knowledge and reasonable hypotheses from unwarranted
or irresponsible assertions that other policy entrepreneurs make in the name of science
(Shonkoff, 2000). In other words, they filter its significance to avoid expressions of exaggerated
uncertainty or unjustified certitude. This is important in the pursuit of conservation outcomes.
At the end of the day, even were a conservation biologist to reject her conservation
underwriting and revert to research in its purest form as a biologist or ecologist, someone would
use at least some of her science for or against nature. Special interests – from advocates of
conservation to campaigners for conversion – would apply her evidence or leverage her
uncertainty in the service of their agenda. And the science would be no more accepted or
rejected because a third party, and not the scientist herself, were using it. A scientist does not
need to sell her own science to tarnish it; any of its chaperones can do that. Its credibility can
still be questioned, open to laments of bias or blunder. As such, in every policy debate, Research
Brokers and Tellers, researchers, policy analysts, and advocates, all offer their expert views as a
mixed form of counsel. Their evidence and conclusions are at once both objective and
subjective, both results and discussion, making them always and ineluctably in the service of
some special interest. We are advocates for nature, by design when we act as Brokers, or when
we act as Tellers, by default of the process to which we contribute because of the discipline in
which we practice.

2.4 A Cure for the Unrelenting Question: A Dose of Political Literacy
The current emphasis in conservation biology is on answering questions in the natural
sciences and, to a lesser degree, in economics (Meine et al., 2006). This focus makes much sense
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(Redford and Sanjayan, 2003). Technical competence in the natural sciences is vital (Robinson,
2006). But, as much as this matters for conservation biology, so too does political literacy and
an understanding of the policy process. After all, the distance from conservation research to
actual conservation is an iterative series of negotiations between what is correct according to
the research, and what is possible given the constraints of specific decision‐makers and action
agencies; between the problems that policy‐makers need solved and the puzzles that scientists
find appealing; and, importantly, between the divergent cultures that shape the expectations
and incentives – mainly publication in top‐tier journals – of academics and their policy
counterparts – fixing a problem in a particular space and time (Steinberg, 2005).
A public policy is deliberative guidance to address a public concern. It is fashioned
through a lengthy process that determines who gets what, when, and how. It usually involves
technical questions and always embroils a variety of special interests. At its best, it is a dialogue
between expert opinions and those of a larger public, in a community united by the quest for
answers to shared problems. Under this ideal, rational, scenario, decision‐makers craft policies
from the best available scientific evidence. The role of this evidence is to evaluate alternative
strategies for achieving goals that have already been set with reference to underlying values in
society, and it helps predict the consequences of pursuing a particular set of goals (Maguire,
1994).
However, policy‐making under this type of best case scenario rarely, if ever, occurs. This
scenario assumes an intellectual breadth and sufficient resources to ferret out a supposed
‘truth’ that decision‐makers are willing to pursue at any cost. Its heroic assumptions of perfect
information and absolute rationality reveal its credulity: We know the risks of smoking, but
many of us still light up. It is not useful as an approach to understanding policy when decision‐
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makers have limited time and money to allocate to any one policy problem. Instead, the
prescribed functions and constraints of decision‐makers – what is financially, politically, or
legally possible – restrict their attention to relatively few alternative policies among the
countless alternatives that might otherwise be imagined (Lindblom, 1959).
The public policy process thus constitutes picking winners and losers from a small set of
alternatives in a marketplace of ideas where written or oral argument is central to all stages of
the process. Scientific evidence is a much‐traded commodity in this marketplace. Only rarely
does a specific piece of research strongly influence a major policy decision. Instead, it is
regarded as one point of view, often not even the most influential. For example, recent studies
on the health effects of vitamin tablets underscore the narrow role scientific results actually
have on decision‐making (Parker‐Pope, 2009). Despite a Women's Health Initiative study
(Neuhouser et al., 2009) providing convincing evidence that multivitamin use has little or no
influence on the risk of common cancers or mortality in postmenopausal women – to name but
the latest in a series of scientific trials debunking the link (e.g. Albanes, 2009) – vitamins remain
a multi‐billion dollar industry with policies to match.
Instead, scientific evidence is usually employed as an advocacy tool to buttress one’s
own ideas or attack an opponent’s. It also plays a role in a “process of enlightenment”, whereby
scientific results accumulate over time to slowly change how decision‐makers think about a
problem, its relative importance, or underlying causes (Sabatier, 1991). When science and
policy do interact, different rules of engagement come into sharp relief. Scientific criteria of
significance clash with legal standards of evidence and with political notions of what constitutes
sufficient grounds for action (Kinzig et al., 2003).
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Under all theories of public policy, the preferences, interests, and resources of various
actors, institutional rules, and background socioeconomic conditions are considered important
(Sabatier, 1991). Nonetheless, there is extraordinary scope for persuading decision‐makers to
promulgate a particular policy based on the power of money and influence, the intangible
quality of power, the uneven distribution of knowledge (Majone, 1989), the uncertain nature of
science, and the reality of a great silent majority disengaged from each debate (Kysar and
Salzman, 2003). Policy entrepreneurs do the persuading. They are an identifiable class of
political actors – the most vocal of whom are often termed lobbyists – who engage in the policy
process. Conservation biologists, as shown above, are among their class. They invest their
resources, including time, money, or reputation, in the hopes of securing their desired policy
outcome (Kingdon, 1984). They have standing in the policy process and access to it based on
their expertise, formal position, or as a representative of a larger constituency. They identify and
take advantage of political windows that open an opportunity for policy change (Mintrom,
1997). These windows may open because of external events or because of change in an
administration.
Policy entrepreneurs engage in the policy process in many ways, including by raising
money, giving speeches, writing editorials, composing policy briefs, or testifying at hearings. In
all of these venues, they connect problems to solutions by carefully chaperoning scientific
evidence. They identify, assemble, and translate bits and pieces of available information into
arguments that support their preferred policy outcome. They frame these arguments in a way
that makes them immediately accessible and relevant to decision‐makers (Cobb et al., 1976).
Mapping how policy entrepreneurs – including some conservation biologists – helped
fashion forest policy from scientific uncertainty illustrates how they chaperone science in the
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policy process and how policy, in part, is made. It also shows how special interests often trump
scientific evidence; at best, policy entrepreneurs faithfully apply the science when their interests
collide with evidence; at worst, they ignore, cherry‐pick, or reformulate scientific evidence in the
service of their agenda. Only one thing is certain: science is very rarely a simple truth in the
marketplace of ideas, particularly in environmental problem‐sets.

2.5 More Forests, Less Floods?
Any theory that attempts to explain how forest policy is fashioned, as well as the effects
of those policies on the world, requires consideration be given to the role of public institutions,
interest groups, the general public, policy elites, and the media. I do not attempt that here.
Instead, I highlight the role of certain policy entrepreneurs in forging forest policy throughout
history as an additional, too often over‐looked, part of a theory that is more fully explored
elsewhere (e.g. Davis, 1966; Worrell, 1970; Cubbage et al., 1993; Krott, 2005).
The relationship between forest cover and floods has long undergone scientific inquiry.
Here I provide only a brief sketch of the evidence for and against the so‐called “sponge theory”,
the theory that decreasing forest cover leads to increasing flooding peaks. I intend this case only
to provide a snapshot of the process by which policy entrepreneurs interact with scientific
evidence to produce policy outcomes. I do not intend it to shed light on the substance of the
theory itself. Others provide more thorough reviews of the evidence elsewhere (e.g. Bruijinzeel,
1990; Chomitz and Kumari, 1998; Davie and Fahey, 2005; Bradshaw et al., 2007; Laurance,
2007).
Major studies of the hydrological role of tropical, boreal, and temperate forests, from
the Amazon to the Himalaya, have been completed (e.g. Gentry and Lopez‐Parodi, 1980; Tiwari,
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2000; Burt and Swank, 2002; Iroume et al., 2005). These and other (e.g. Crook et al., 2002;
Brown et al., 2005; Guilemette et al., 2005) studies intimate that natural forests provide a
corrective cover that protects soils and reduces flooding. They suggest that forest cover can
transform soils into a sponge that in turn limits the amount of water that becomes run‐off; that
deforestation allows soils to saturate more rapidly, and that stream flow increases accordingly;
and that it is this increase in flow volume that is most significant for downstream flooding.
Conversely, many other studies suggest that forest cover alone does not dictate flooding
events (e.g. Andreassian, 2004; Bruijnzeel, 2004; Kaimowitz, 2004; Scott et al., 2004; Chappell
and Bonell, 2005). Depending on climate and soil, the role of forest cover varied in many
studies, particularly at smaller scales. Hydrology changed as much from the actual methods of
exploitation as from the change in forest cover. Replacement vegetation, other catchment
properties, and management practices were also determined crucial to the response time of
changing stream flow and flooding events.
Forest hydrology thus includes a body of evidence that suggests that forest conservation
plays an important role in reducing severe flooding, and a competing body of evidence that says
that soils management rather than land cover is the important factor in flood abatement. But
policy makers have picked the first body of knowledge to translate into forest policy (Beattie,
2003; Andreassian, 2004). In Thailand, the government declared a national logging ban in 1989
when severe floods in the Nakorn Srithammarat province left 373 people dead, hundreds more
injured, and thousands homeless. Public figures immediately blamed the conversion of forests
into rubber plantations (Lakanavichian, 2001). In 1998, the Chinese government similarly
proclaimed deforestation the culprit in the devastating Yangtze floods that killed 3,600 people;
as a result, they promptly instituted a logging ban (Lang, 2002). This happened despite the
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scientific community articulating the uncertainty and incompleteness of the evidence meant no
such clear policy conclusions could be drawn. Pinchot (1903), for example, noted that “Both
[sides of the debate] have tried to establish the truth of their opinions by referring to
observations of temperature and rainfall which cover too short a time to prove anything, or by
hearsay and general impressions, which are not to be trusted in such matters. Such discussions
make nothing clear except that the pith of the matter has not been reached by either party.”
Nonetheless, governments ignored this in favor of promulgating policies that confirmed a
relationship between forest cover and flooding. What exactly happened between the
production of uncertain science and its reincarnation as sure policy?
I traced the assimilation of the sponge theory as policy back to early times and
pioneering policy entrepreneurs who worked in the service of conservation. In his Natural
History, written in the first century AD, Pliny the Elder was perhaps the first to allude to the
hydrological role of forests as a policy matter (Bostock and Riley, 1855). His basic argument, that
forest cover reduces flooding peaks, echoes throughout history. In the mid‐19th century, French
professional foresters in the Forest Administration stoked fears of destructive upstream logging
as the primary cause of destructive hydrological forces. This coincided with the calamitous
flooding of the Rhône and the Loire in 1855–56, which authorities quickly blamed on alpine
deforestation (Kittredge, 1948). In New Zealand, Thomas Henry Potts used his pubic positions to
advocate for conservation, and in 1868, the Potts Bill referenced the French experience to
emphasize the dangerous consequences of deforestation. The Forests Bill, introduced in New
Zealand six years later, reflected the sponge theory. It established a Conservator of Forests and
a Forests Department as a remedy to climate change, sand drift, flooding, and soil erosion
(Beattie, 2003). Similar policies percolated in the United States. Raphael Zon testified to the US
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Congress on forest hydrology in 1927 and declared that “there is, perhaps no other problem
facing the American people today which demands such care in the scientific accuracy of its data
and conclusions as does the relations between forests and water” (Zon, 1927). He went on to
extrapolate from existing data that the sponge theory was very real. The Weeks Act of 1911
cemented the sponge theory as policy in the US; it authorized the federal government to
purchase forested land to protect stream‐flow and prevent flooding.
More recently, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), acting as another policy
entrepreneur, challenged the sponge theory (FAO, 2005). Despite the absence of new scientific
data, they severed the connection between forests and flooding in a story that promoted social
justice for small scale loggers. Their paper ignored the collected knowledge claims about
ecosystem function, and instead discussed only the gaps and uncertainties in ecosystem service
provision. In the marketplace of ideas, their argument persuaded some decision‐makers to
affect real policy change. For example, the Philippines government granted a 96,000 ha logging
concession in the Samar Island Forest Reserve and Nature Park in 2005. They justified it in part
as follows: “Recent environmental studies, including those by UN's FAO and CIFOR, show
that…there is NO link between logging and forest denudation, on the one hand, and small floods
and topsoil erosion on the other” (Philippine Star, 2005). Ironically, the park was originally set
aside in 1989 when the government promulgated a logging moratorium after severe floods left
hundreds dead.
Policy entrepreneurs who engage in the policy process do so from myriad points of
view. In the case of forest policy, for example, those in favor of conservation initially helped to
produce a near‐policy monopoly that favored their perspective. They argued for this monopoly
using some scientific evidence as proof of a supposed larger scientific truth. This monopoly was
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always vulnerable to different arguments, based on different data, and told by divergent
interests to assert a disparate monopoly. The FAO, for example, massaged the evidence in a way
that showed only its uncertainties in a successful effort to subvert the sponge theory. Policy
entrepreneurs – from Pliny and France’s professional cadre of foresters to Potts, Pinchot, Zon
and most recently the FAO – regularly preempt scientific finality, assess the available data as
best they can, or leverage scientific uncertainty to push their preferred policies. Their
engagement does not fully predict policy outcomes, but it does play a role.
As part of this role, it is their engagement, not the scientific evidence they use, that
predicts policy outcomes. After all, scientific data is only one commodity among many that
policy entrepreneurs trade, particularly in environmental policy debates that resonate with
complex and uncertain information combined with regulatory expression that must somehow
choose among competing values and worldviews (Kysar and Salzman, 2003). Policies that favor
conservation have seldom been left on the table for a lack of data, but all too often because of
the absence of a champion. And these champions are simply effective policy entrepreneurs.

2.6. Conclusions
The increasing professionalization of conservation biology has consciously nourished a
careful separation of knowledge and action, of scientist and policy advocate (e.g. Meffe, 1998;
Kinchy and Kleinman, 2003). But this apportions two separate but equal disciplines into one
greater and one lesser, one that is simple truth and one that is complicated. Instead,
conservation biology should be more focused on rendering unto science its constitutive values,
while giving unto the policy process what is theirs to give, a role filtering the significance of
science based on a belief that more nature is better than less.
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After all, policies mediate many, if not most, environmental problems and their
preferred solutions. As such, though conservation science and the design of conservation
policies are two separate disciplines, they are each integral to the other. All conservation
biologists, as Research Tellers or Brokers, already navigate the border in their zeal to protect
nature. To do so well, they must understand their different rules of evidence, speak their
distinctive languages, and achieve credibility in both worlds while maintaining a sense of
intellectual integrity in each. This requires respect for their differences as well as recognition of
their shared mission in the service of wildlife and wild lands.
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3. The Endangered Species Act and Property Rights Opposition
3.1 Introduction
The Endangered Species Act1 (ESA, or the Act) was intended to protect wildlife from
extinction. After 36 years of implementation, whether this has happened or not is unclear.
There is a general perception that the ESA is not saving species as it is supposed to. More than
thirty years after its enactment, only ten of 1304 listed endangered North American species are
considered recovered—a less than one percent rate of success.2 Different groups lay blame for
this purported failure on various factors, including, for example, a lack of funding,3 weak
enforcement, inadequate implementation, a preference for science over common sense, a
preponderance of sticks without carrots, or zealous opposition.4 Amidst this opposition,
property rights arguments have come to dominate.
This chapter explores this opposition to the Act. While this opposition has waxed and
waned over the more than three decades that the law has been in force, its presence is
reflected in the Act’s reauthorization history5. The ESA was originally promulgated amidst broad
consensus and authorized for five years. Thereafter, reauthorization ever only occurred

1

16 USC § 1531‐1544 [Endangered Species Act of 1973]

2

And many of those recoveries appear unrelated to the ESA. For example, populations of Bald Eagle and Peregrine

Falcon rebounded after the ban on DDT was formulated2.
3

According to one survey performed in the 1990s, half of all funding for 247 listed species was spent on only eight

species of interest. See Don L. Coursey, The Revealed Demand for a Public Good: Evidence from Endangered and
Threatened Species, 6 N.Y.U. Envtl. L.J. 411, 418‐19 (1998).
4

See David S. Wilcove, The Promise and the Disappointment of the Endangered Species Act, 6 N.Y.U. Envtl. L.J. 275,

277 (1998); Daniel J. Rohlf, Response to O'Connell, 6 Conservation Biology 144 (1992).
5

Campbell, F. 1991. The appropriations history. Pages 134‐146 in K. A. Kohm, editor. Balancing on the brink of

extinction: the Endangered Species Act and lessons for the future. Island Press. Washington, D.C.
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sporadically and for shorter periods. I classify the types of property rights opposition into three
strands – directly‐affected individuals (DAIs), federally‐dependent entities (FDEs) and
constitutional proponents (CPs). I show that despite overlapping rhetoric, each strand has
distinct concerns based on how the Act infringes their property rights. I further suggest that
these concerns have played a part in the Act’s history of reauthorizations that is difficult to fully
understand without disaggregating impacts. After all, the focus on Section 9 – the part of the
ESA that makes unlawful the taking of a listed species – often proposed as the key to alleviating
this opposition and gaining consensus on a reauthorization misses the fact that impacts on
property rights arising from Section 7 are unaffected by the addition of incidental take permits
or the parallel development of a compensatory framework.
Next, I explore how this opposition has, over time, influenced calls for ESA reform, and
examine how these reforms in turn have affected this opposition. Because most changes have
tempered the impacts of Section 9, individuals have found a measure of relief. As a result, the
immediacy of constitutional arguments, demanding that infringements on personal property
rights be offset with fair‐market compensation, has also been dampened. However, the repeal
of the 1978 amendment that added an economic balancing test to the designation of critical
habitat and the little used God Committee exception suggest that Section 7, and not Section 9,
now represents the battleground over property rights. And this puts entities dependent upon
federal funding, action or authorization, at the head of the battle.
Finally, I examine the state of this opposition today. From a close reading of the twelve
ESA hearings held before the House of Representatives in 2004 and 2005, I conclude that
regardless of the contraction in individual and constitutional strands, opposition to the Act
focusing on property rights, mostly from FDEs, continues to play a role in keeping the ESA on the
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Congressional table. Nonetheless, to satisfy both the broad environmental constituency that
supports the Act and the remaining powerful cadre of property rights advocates who oppose it, I
suggest that Congress will feel no real urgency to reauthorize the Act any time soon. Rather,
they will remain content with negotiating annual budget appropriations that allow the Act’s
protections to remain operational while starving some of its most controversial aspects of
necessary funding.

3.2 In the beginning, consensus
In 1973, President Nixon signed the ESA into law after Congress overwhelmingly passed
it.6 Congress promulgated the ESA to “provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which
endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved.” Following the launch of
Earth Day in April 1970, and in a time of Cold War when the nation was still feeling the effects of
a divisive Vietnam War, the ESA was promulgated as “a national salve”,7 something that people
of all persuasions could agree on.
Conservation and environmental stewardship were not new to the US in general nor to
Congress in particular. In 1868, Congress had passed a law prohibiting the killing of certain fur‐
bearing animals in the territory of Alaska. From the mid 1800’s to the mid 1900’s, Congress
followed with various legislation that conserved fisheries, established national forests and
national parks, and prohibited the interstate commerce of animals that were unlawfully
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harvested.8 This Congressional appreciation for nature straddled several seminal episodes that
suggested the US was not appropriately stewarding its natural capital. By 1905, there were only
969 bison left of the millions that once roamed the American West.9 Then in 1914, the last
passenger pigeon, a species numbering in the millions that had once darkened the skies, died in
a zoo in Cincinnati.
In the 1960s, Congress passed several acts to protect species,10 particularly the bald
eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and the California condor (Gymnogyps californianus). These
symbolic species posed no obvious threat to continued development or community health or
safety. Nonetheless, their extinction would have impacted an already fragile national psyche,
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particularly during tumultuous times in mid‐century. Thus when the ESA was promulgated in
1973, there was near unanimity in Congress and there was very little outside opposition. Even
the National Rifle Association supported the bill11.

3.3 The emergence of opposition
The ESA was a consensus act when promulgated. Very few people realized just how
divisive it would become. This was partly because of the types of species many people felt it
would protect: Manuel Lujan, Jr., then a freshman Congressman from New Mexico, and later
Secretary of the Interior under George H.W. Bush, declared in 2004: “You know, I was in the
Congress at the time that the Endangered Species Act was passed, but to tell you the truth, I
really thought it was, you know, to save elephants and tigers, and kind of things like that.”12 The
ESA was viewed in the same light as many of its precedents, as a law to protect charismatic
species that were beloved of the public. Hence the first species that were listed,13 in 1974, were
the red kangaroo (Macropus rufus), eastern gray kangaroo (Macropus giganteus), and western
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gray kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus). Native to Australia, these were some of the most
abundant large mammals worldwide.14
These kangaroos, a public‐favorite, were listed to mollify objections to Australia's culling
of millions of kangaroos per year for their hides and meat. When Fish and Wildlife Service15
(FWS) eventually did begin to list US‐based species in the following years, they listed species,
such as the Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and Grizzly bear (Ursus horribilis), that were
already identified by Stewart Udall, Secretary of the Interior in 1967, in accordance with section
1(c) of the earlier Endangered Species Preservation Act.16 The listing of these species was
universally hailed as the first step towards their recovery, a goal roundly applauded by the US
public.
Soon however, less charismatic species were listed, and opposition to the Act began to
mount. Several Supreme Court rulings only further illuminated the potential of the Act’s scope
to go far beyond the traditional focus of federal intervention on species of charismatic or
economic concern. The case of the Snail Darter (Percina tanasi) was the first to highlight just
how powerful the ESA could be. In 1966, the Tennessee Valley Authority began construction on
the Tellico Dam on the Little Tennessee River. For years, environmentalists tried to shut down
the project, but their actions were unsuccessful until the discovery of the snail darter, a small
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fish that feeds off aquatic snails. The snail darter, which was thought to be native only to the
Little Tennessee River, was listed as an endangered species under the Act in 1975. The
completion of the Tellico Dam threatened its survival. In 1976, battle in the courts between the
TVA and environmentalists began over the fate of the snail darter. Over the next three years,
court decisions were appealed all the way to the Supreme Court. The Court, in TVA v. Hill,17
declared that “Congress intended endangered species to be afforded the highest of priorities”.
This opinion emphasized that the final version of the ESA afforded first priority to the newly
declared national policy of saving all endangered species, made more evident, so the majority
opined, by the conscious omission of qualifying language – which weighted other concerns with
that of saving nature – that was included in the 1966 Endangered Species Preservation Act, the
1969 Endangered Species Conservation Act and by previous House and Senate versions of the
1973 bill.18 Indeed in the Act Congress explicitly noted that endangered species “are of esthetic,
ecological, educational, historical, recreational, and scientific value to the Nation and its
people.”19 Nowhere did they list financial or economic value as important, thus setting up the
Act to preserve species for the hearts and minds rather than for the wallet.20 Moreover, while
the 1969 Act imposed only hedged duties on three departments, the 1973 language was an
unqualified command to the entire Executive Branch.21 More opposition followed the aftermath
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of several other similar court opinions22 that underlined just how powerful a piece of
environmental legislation the Act could be given the absence of any economic balancing test.

3.3.1 Opposing the Act’s impacts on property rights
Emerging from the cacophony of opposition is a clear outcry that paints the Act as
endangering families, communities, and even the United States Constitution because of its
impact on property rights. This chorus has come to dominate opposition to the Act; it is the
Act’s “perennial lightning rod.”23 But opposition to the ESA remains multi‐faceted, which has
often caused confusion when trying to disentangle rhetoric from voices and actual impacts of
the Act. For example, property rights arguments often go hand‐in‐hand with opposition to using
science rather than common sense in decision‐making or elevating the role of the federal
government over the states. But that these complaints are voiced by the same people or are
folded together, they are not all about property rights. The issue of water reductions in the
California Central Valley is a case in point. California has been in the grip of a bad drought since
2006. The Central Valley of California produces huge crops of vegetables, nuts, fruit, and cotton,
but there has been a marked loss of agricultural productivity in 2009. The area’s fields are fed
with water that is brought southward from Sacramento‐San Joaquin Delta through a series of
natural and man‐made structures known as the California Water Project. This multi‐billion‐dollar
water project is financed by assessments upon all of those who use the water; in turn, state law
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allocates the right to receive and use specified quantities of water to farmers, cities, and
industrial users. These water rights are recognized as a property right under California State law.
Mindful of the ESA's mandate to preserve listed species at "whatever the costs,"24 in late 2007,
federal district Judge Oliver Wanger ordered that water flow from state and federal pumps be
reduced from the end of December, when a listed species, the Delta smelt (Hypomesus
transpacificus,) are about to spawn, until June, when the young fish can move into areas with
better habitat and more food.25
Opponents of the ESA quickly seized on this opportunity to find, rightly or wrongly, the
Act at fault. Their arguments were myriad. To some, since rain and melting snow flowing into
the San Joaquin and the Sacramento rivers' watersheds were getting closer to normal again in
2009, the ESA’s emphasis on conservation at any cost was to blame.26 To others, this case
reflected the absurdity of elevating the well‐being of a fish, especially one without economic
value, above that of people.27 To others still, that the species in question was a fish rather than a
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charismatic mega‐fauna was the problem.28 Other opponents also attacked the use of science
and science alone on which to make decisions.29 More still lamented the fact that the federal
government was using the Act to usurp state’s rights.30
However, this federally mandated reduction of Sacramento‐San Joaquin Delta water
exports to California’s Central Valley was mostly blamed on the Act’s impact on property rights,
often by many of the same voices who argued other points also. But these arguments were
more powerful given their reference to explicit and quantifiable impacts rather than intellectual
preferences. These opponents claimed that reduced water availability eviscerated property
rights, and the ESA was directly to blame. After all, instead of the normal quantities of water
being made available to its regular users, 255,802 acre‐feet were allowed to flow to the ocean
to comply with the Delta smelt ruling.31 According to these opponents, this amount of water
could have put 85,000 acres of farmland back into production, reduced the 40 percent
unemployment rate in some Central Valley towns, and softened the blow of water rationing in
other areas. Critics estimated its hit to the state’s economy to be in the range of $300 million.32
The following loaded question that was posed in a daily newspaper, the Sacramento Bee,
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illuminates this point33: “Is the record‐setting, federally mandated reduction of Sacramento‐San
Joaquin Delta water exports to the Bay Area, the Central Valley and as far south as San Diego the
result of a third year of diminished precipitation in Northern California, or is it the result of
political engineering to suit environmental causes and restrict property rights?”

3.4 Dissecting the Act’s impacts on property rights
Though one could cut arguments based on property rights in a variety of ways, here I
describe three distinct strands: directly‐affected individuals (DAIs), federally‐dependent entities
(FDEs) and constitutional proponents (CPs). Lumping strands fails to provide the nuance
necessary to understand the state of opposition today, particularly given the extensive changes
to the Act that have mitigated some impacts on property rights. Nonetheless, the boundary
between strands is admittedly fuzzy. Claims that the ESA dampens economic development by
scaring off investments often emphasize losses to individuals. Constitutional arguments rely on
emphasizing the individual right to compensation when private property is used for a public
purpose. In turn, many individuals who incur losses because of property restrictions, particularly
in the western US, are constitutional proponents of life, liberty and the pursuit of private
property. However, because their arguments often overlap and usually focus on the notion of
‘taking’ species resulting in a taking of property rights, impacts have too often been viewed as
interchangeable and based on Section 9. In turn, amendments and parallel initiatives have
changed the Act to take this into account, but without actually recognizing the property rights
arguments are not wrapped up only in this Section. For example, while some changes – such as
incidental take permits – may alleviate impacts on DAIs and to a lesser extent on FDEs, they do
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not relieve FDE concerns about lengthy consultations resulting in property rights infringement,
nor do they alleviate CP concerns that the Act itself is unconstitutional. Disaggregating these
three strands, and linking them to efforts to moderate the Act and complement it with private
initiatives, helps explain the rocky reauthorization path that the Act has traveled since its
inception.
The boundary between strands follows – not always neatly – the sections of the ESA by
which its constituent members are largely impacted. They also splinter based on the immediacy
of actual impacts. DAIs are by and large impacted by the no‐take provision – found in Section 9 –
of the ESA. They argue that this provision costs them potential development receipts, and in
some cases, cash from their pockets. FDEs also suffer from the no‐take section, but are largely
impacted by having to meet the exigencies of biological opinions based on the fact that the
federal government authorizes, funds, or carries out some aspect of their industry as outlined in
Section 7. As a result of impacts arising from Section 7, FDE costs, in time and treasure, can be
enormous. But these costs are rarely immediate, falling instead on taxpayers, shareholders or
present and potential employees.
The distinction between who suffers what impacts under Section 7 and 9 are critical to
understanding the difference between DAIs and FDEs and why satisfying the concerns of the
former do not fully account for the impacts on the latter. The regulations established by
Sections 7 and 9 differ in three significant ways. First, Section 7 applies only to actions
authorized, funded, or carried out by federal agencies, while Section 9 prohibits takings by any
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person.34 Secondly, Section 7 refers to all listed threatened and endangered species of plants
and animals and all designated critical habitat, whereas section 9 deals only with endangered
species of fish and wildlife. Thus, unlike their DIA counterparts, FDEs have their property rights
restricted because of flora as well as fauna, and because of threatened as well as endangered
species of both. Finally, Section 7 protects species in general, while Section 9 protects individual
members of a species of endangered fish or wildlife. So while DIAs suffer when an individual of a
species is found on their land, FDEs are liable to be impacted even when individuals are not
present but their land overlaps the critical habitat of a species more broadly.
On the other hand, CPs suffer no actual loss. Instead, they object to the constitutional
implications of taking private property for a public purpose without providing fair market
compensation as stipulated in the Fifth Amendment to the US Constitution.

3.4.1 Directly‐affected individuals (DAIs)
DAIs comprise people who have long opposed the Act because of its role in restricting
the free use of their personal property, or because they suffer financial losses due to the free
ranging of listed species. This strand is uniquely personal, with individuals suffering immediate
and often times quantifiable damage due to the imposition of ESA rules. These individuals
include, among others, ranchers and home‐owners as well as local developers. Often tales of
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woe go like this:35 Utah entrepreneur Brandt Child planned to build a campground and golf
course on his property in Three Lakes, southern Utah. His neighbors had long used the area for
recreation, and to him, the spot seemed ideal for the planned improvements. The project,
however, was brought to a halt when the FWS declared a pond on his property to be prime
habitat for the endangered Kanab ambersnail (Oxyloma haydeni kanabensis). The area was
fenced off, people were no longer allowed on the pond's banks, and Mr. Child was forbidden to
work in the area, thus having to abandon his plans to develop his land. Today, the snail
population is soaring in the pond ‐ but Mr. Child was never compensated for his estimated $2.5
million loss. Elsewhere, wolves have nipped hard at the pocketbooks of people like Martin Davis
of Paradise Valley, Montana, who guides elk hunters in the mountains north of Yellowstone
National Park. As the wolves have feasted on the elk, there have been fewer elk for hunters to
shoot.36
DAIs are largely impacted by Section 9 of the ESA. Under the Act, this section can
impose restrictions on private landowners, and constrain private activity, when a listed species
is present on their land and a proposed activity would result in a ‘take’. Take is broadly defined
in this section as an action that could “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap,
capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct,” any listed species. “Harm” is
further defined to include significant habitat modification or degradation which “actually kills or
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injures fish or wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including,
breeding, spawning, rearing, migrating, feeding or sheltering.”37
In the event that a person takes a species, and is discovered, she is liable for heavy fines.
For example, under the Act’s “Harm Rule,” significant habitat modification that results in the
impairment of a species’ essential behavioral patterns may constitute a violation of the Section
9 take prohibition. The ESA provides for civil penalties of up to $25,000 per violation, and
criminal penalties of up to $50,000 and one year imprisonment per violation.38 This can even
occur when the take results from destroying a nuisance or predatory animal, such as a wolf, that
is preying on livestock. After a hearing, the Secretary of the Interior can impose a penalty of up
to ten thousand dollars per violation. In the event that criminal charges are laid, the maximum
charge can be ten to twenty thousand dollars and/or up to six months to one year
imprisonment. Take the example of a Montana rancher who was charged with violating Section
10J, the “killing rule” of the Act because he shot and killed two wolves that were part of a pack
allegedly destroying his livestock.39 Wolves had virtually been wiped out in the area during the
1970s but were reintroduced by federal officials in 1994. The owner of this particular ranch had
already supposedly spent huge sums of money in order to reduce the likelihood of wolves
entering his property and snacking on his livestock. He experimented with fences, herders, and
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other nonfatal means to prevent his livestock from being predated. After five heifers were killed
in 2007, the rancher decided to become more aggressive in dealing with a pack of thirteen
wolves, and shot two of them, leading to his prosecution.
The broad scope of the ESA and the substantial penalties for breaching it make it a
critical consideration for both current and prospective landowners. The presence of a listed
species on her land constrains the uses that an owner may make of it. All other things being
equal, this may deflate the price of the land by adding to the management cost as the
management systems available for use on the land are constrained. As a result of the various
impacts for which DAIs are liable, this strand of opposition decries the fact that their foregone
development receipts are the equivalent of levying a Pigouvian tax – a tax levied on a market
activity to correct that market’s outcome when it spurs negative externalities – without
conferring the concomitant right to do damage to the environment. Using their existing
associations – ranging from homeowners to ranchers associations – DAIs have petitioned
government for relief.

3.4.2 Federally‐dependent entities (FDEs)
FDEs largely comprise state and local governments, ranchers who graze their livestock
on federal lands, and businesses – such as homebuilders or the extractive industry – that rely on
the federal government to “authorize, fund or carry‐out” 40 part of their mandate. Because of
the myriad impacts felt by FDEs, they consider the ESA, and particularly the impacts of Sections
7 and 9, a tax on development that has a chilling effect on private, communal and state
investments.
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FDEs, like DAIs, are impacted by Section 9. However, FDEs are additionally impacted by
Section 7. This section directs all Federal agencies to use their existing authorities to conserve
threatened and endangered species and, in consultation with the FWS, to ensure that their
actions do not jeopardize listed species or destroy or adversely modify41 critical habitat.42 This
section applies to management of Federal lands as well as other Federal actions that may affect
listed species, such as Federal authorization, funding or implementation of otherwise private
activities, such as through the issuance of permits or licenses.43 It is because of this latter part of
Section 7 that many FDEs suffer. For example, when a listed species may be present on private
(business) or public (local or state government) land that is subject to some federal involvement,
or that land is included in a critical habitat designation, the landowner must conduct a biological
assessment (BA) for the purpose of analyzing the potential effects of the proposed activity on
listed species and critical habitat in order to establish and justify an effect determination. The
FWS reviews the BA and, if it concludes that the project may adversely affect a listed species or
their habitat, it prepares a biological opinion. The biological opinion recommends so‐called
reasonable and prudent alternatives (RPAs) to the proposed action to avoid jeopardizing or
adversely modifying habitat. These often restrict actions on private and public property. These
RPAs carry great weight with other federal agencies and are often treated as binding
requirements.
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Many FDE impacts arise from the Act’s critical habitat clause.44 According to Section 4 of
the Act, at the time of listing, FWS must designate specific areas of habitat considered essential
for species survival and recovery—critical habitat – unless the agency determines that such
designation would not benefit the species. Critical habitat is defined as specific areas within the
geographical area occupied by the species at the time of listing, if they contain physical or
biological features essential to conservation, and those features may require special
management considerations or protection; and specific areas outside the geographical area
occupied by the species if the agency determines that the area is essential for conservation or
recovery.
The sole direct effect of critical habitat is to add to the requirement that federal actions,
broadly defined, not cause jeopardy to a listed species. It requires that these actions do not
adversely modify designated critical habitat such that harm to a species may result. However,
because environmentalists at large maintain that critical habitat adds vital protections and
groups such as the Center for Biological Diversity (CBD) have successfully sued the FWS to
reexamine a large number of cases in which designation had been ruled “not prudent” at the
time of listing, federal agencies tend to be more cautious, and require stronger mitigation
measures for potentially damaging activities when critical habitat is in place, thus impacting on
FDEs.
One of the first, and perhaps the most famous allegation of the Act’s impact on FDEs
occurred in light of the Northern Spotted Owl controversy. In 1987, an environmental group
petitioned the FWS to list the owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) as an endangered subspecies under
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the Act. They originally denied the petition, saying that the owl population was sufficiently
robust that the protections afforded by listing were not warranted. Environmental groups
quickly appealed, saying the agency’s action was motivated by political, not biological,
considerations. A federal judge agreed and ordered the FWS to reconsider.45 They did, and
subsequently determined that the biological data did indeed support listing the owl. In June
1990, after years of heated negotiation and litigation between the government,
environmentalists, and the timber industry, the northern spotted owl was declared a threatened
species. As a result, timber companies were required to leave at least 40% of the old‐growth
forests intact within a 1.3 mile radius of any spotted owl nest or activity site, a provision that
was vehemently opposed by the timber industry. So too was the finding on May 29, 1991, by
Federal District Judge William Dwyer, that banned new timber sales on 24 million acres in 17
national forests in Oregon, Washington, and Northern California. President Clinton's 1994 forest
plan, the Northwest or President’s Forest Plan, covered all federal forests in the spotted owl
region and reduced total federal logging in the region by 80 percent46. Industry officials and
politicians predicted the region would lose up to 150,000 jobs, leaving thousands of Northwest
loggers and mill workers unemployed.47 One study estimated that an owl recovery plan that
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increased the survival odds to 91 percent for a population of about 1,600 to 2,400 owl pairs
would decrease economic welfare by $33 billion,48 with a disproportionate share of the losses
borne by the regional producers of intermediate wood products, a relatively small segment of
the population.49 When asked to rate the state of their rural economies during Northwestern
economic development conferences in 1991 and 1992, participants at each conference rated
the economic situation of the region as poor, and primarily blamed federal regulations,
particularly those emanating from the ESA, for their economic problems.50
When FDEs do incur losses, which are often large (in both lost time and treasure), losses
are rarely immediate or even easily correlated with the Act. Instead, sector‐wide losses or the
consequences of stalled development are often passed on to taxpayers and customers as well as
the larger community, and often blamed on the ESA despite the difficult of teasing apart
potentially confounding variables – such as larger economic cycles, consumer demand, the price
of raw materials – that could as easily be used to explain these losses. For example, in the case
of the Spotted owl controversy, the performance of the Northwest’s economy in the 1990s flew
in the face of dire predictions from the timber industry and many politicians. For many years the
Willamette National Forest produced and sold more sawlogs than any other national forest. The
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loggers and mill workers in Sweet Home had plenty of work and family wage jobs. Then,
everything changed. Harvest technologies, mill high tech equipment, spotted owl closures, all
combined to cut off a steady stream of logs. The nearly 200,000 acre Sweet Home Ranger
District ‐‐ one district of the vast Willamette National Forest ‐‐ in the 1980s annually produced
86 million board feet of timber. By 1992, the height of the Northern Spotted Owl controversy,
the district produced only 100,000 board feet. In 1997, district officials predict selling 12.7
million board feet.51
Wood products employment did fall by more than 27,000 jobs between 1979 and 1989,
but this was ever before the owl was listed. Logging employment then dropped by another
21,000 jobs by 1996 as federal timber harvests declined. But one report states that only about
9,300 of those lost jobs were due to old growth forest protection; market conditions were to
blame for the rest.52 Meanwhile, the region has added tens of thousands of jobs every year,
some as a direct result of a decrease in logging. For example, logging’s negative impact on fish
populations had supposedly put up to 60,000 jobs in the commercial and recreational fishing
industries at risk prior to the controversy.53 Since 1994, the annual increase in jobs in the Pacific
Northwest has exceeded the total number of timber industry jobs.54
Building on their existing political machines, FDEs quickly and loudly sought relief from
Congress.
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3.4.3 Constitutional proponents (CPs)
CPs represent a movement that is ideologically opposed to the expression of federal
power contained in the ESA, particularly its seeming expansion of eminent domain in the
absence of fair market compensation. The movement is largely led by think‐tanks, such as the
National Wilderness that advocates private land ownership and allowing the free market and
voluntary stewardship to dictate environmental action, rather than what it sees as an ineffective
set of governmental regulations.55 Unlike DAIs or the employees or tax‐payers whose fate the
FDEs control, CPs are not economically impacted by any section of the ESA. Instead, they
purport to stand for Constitutional first principles in an effort to support the individual right to
the unrestricted use of private property. The movement opposes what it sees as an
infringement of the Takings Clause of the 5th amendment. CPs adhere to the strict wording of
the Fifth Amendment, “nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
compensation.” Under this amendment, the Supreme Court has held that the federal
government and each state has the power of eminent domain—the power to take private
property for "public use" – but that the Takings Clause limits this power by requiring that "just
compensation" be paid at fair market rate if private property is taken for public use or to benefit
the public welfare or public interest. CPs believe that the US Supreme Court ruling in 1992 in
Lucas v South Carolina Coastal Council, affirming that states must pay owners when regulations
effectively deprive them of property even when the regulations were needed to ensure public
safety, should also apply to the ESA.
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As a result, CPs think of the ESA as a tool radical environmentalists use to achieve
political goals in a staggering act of complicit government overreach.56 In their eyes, the is a
“government‐run protection racket” that wreaks havoc, and the only way to correct such
perverse incentives is by explicitly removing the Federal Government’s claimed authority to take
private property without paying for it.57 In debates between the defenders of private property
rights and those who advanced the regulatory power of government, they argue that even
though Congress preserved fish, wildlife, and plant species for public use, ESA enforcement
leaves individual property owners who suffer losses uncompensated, forcing them to subsidize a
program that was intended to benefit everyone. Under the Fifth Amendment, they say, public
tax revenues should compensate them for their losses. CPs, in other words, advocate for real
and potential DAIs, but are not them.

3.5 Amending the ESA to protect property rights
Over the years, several initiatives were promulgated both within and outside the ESA to
try and reconcile its intended purpose of saving species with its real or perceived58 impact on
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private property. The debate has always centered on how far to move the needle away from the
precautionary Noah principle – a precautionary principle applied to conservation that suggests
every species must be saved – and towards economic fairness. Early efforts to move away from
the Noah principal focused on alleviating potential development losses under Section 7. But
these efforts were short‐lived, and indeed some early amendments (see below) in 1978 were
overturned in 1982.
Since then, there have been a series of more successful changes to the ESA that have
attempted to deal with impacts to property rights arising mostly from Section 9. Ameliorating
impacts under Section 9 appeared more straightforward and less controversial for many law
makers. After all, much opposition rhetoric focused on impacts to individuals under Section 9.
Relatively easy solutions existed to marry biological imperatives with relief through
compensation mechanisms on a small scale for individual property owners. Moreover, because
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of the immediate and often quantifiable impacts to individuals, calls to alleviate these impacts
were found sympathetic by a wide array of groups, including environmentalists and supporters
of the Act more broadly. As a result of this coalition of the willing, a framework of amendments
and parallel initiatives grew up that provide relief to DAIs without having to move the needle far
from the Noah principle. In turn this drained the CP movement of the immediacy of their appeal
for compensation. Except in 1978 and again in 2004/5, FDE concerns arising from Section 7 were
not relieved. In part, this is because FDEs have never been viewed as sympathetically as DAIs.
Many environmentalists believe state and local governments had as much a responsibility to
preserve their resource base as they had a duty to exploit it. Moreover, environmentalists
mostly refuse to alleviate impacts on businesses at the expense of biodiversity when they
believed that making environmental decisions that minimized, mitigated and managed impacts
to species was good business practice.

3.5.1 Congressional action
As early as 1977, some in Congress openly began to question the Act’s usefulness in
light of a growing number of controversies. At the same time, TVA v. Hill spawned FDE
opposition. Almost immediately, appropriations committees in both the House and
Senate stood against limiting the TVA to protect the Snail Darter:
This committee has not viewed the Endangered Species Act as preventing the
completion and use of these projects which were well under way at the time the
affected species were listed as endangered. If the act has such an effect, which is
contrary to the Committee’s understanding of the intent of Congress in enacting the
Endangered Species Act, funds should be appropriated to allow these projects to be
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completed and their benefits realized in the public interest, the Endangered Species
Act notwithstanding.59
Congressional opposition to the ESA led the Senate Subcommittee on Resources
Protection to begin debating and developing a bill that would create a committee with power to
exempt federal actions from Section 7 requirements in 1978. creating a narrow exception to
Section 7’s prohibition against jeopardizing species or habitats. The exception applies to actions
of “regional or national significance” when “the benefits of the action clearly outweigh the
benefits of alternative courses of action” and “there is no reasonable and prudent alternative”
to the proposed action. On April 12, 1978 Senators John Culver and Howard Baker introduced a
bill that created a seven‐member Cabinet‐level committee with the authority to exempt a
federal agency from Section 7 requirements. This committee, newly minted under the
amendment, is often called the “God Committee” or “God Squad” because of its perceived
power to sentence an entire species to extinction. However, the Committee exception has rarely
been invoked.60
In 1978, both the House of Representatives and Senate voted to amend the ESA and on
November 10, 1978 President Carter signed the amendment into law. The amendment sought
to retain the basic integrity of the ESA, while introducing some flexibility to permit exemptions
from the Act's more stringent requirements.
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A second flexible element added in 1978 pertained to critical habitat designation. As
habitat loss was considered the primary threat to most imperiled species, the Act, under Section
4, allowed the FWS to designate specific areas as protected critical habitat. This was intended as
a link between species listing and recovery goals, requiring the identification and protection of
all lands, water and air necessary to recover an endangered species. To determine what exactly
is critical habitat, the needs of open space for individual and population growth, food, water,
light or other nutritional requirements, breeding sites, seed germination and dispersal needs,
and lack of disturbances are considered.61 Under the 1978 amendments, critical habitat was
now required to be designated concurrently with listing a species, but only when prudent, and
economic and other impacts of designation were required to be considered in deciding on
boundaries.
This amendment clearly sought to tie critical habitat to economic development. It
included economics into the process of determining habitat: "...shall designate critical
habitat...on the basis of the best scientific data available and after taking into consideration the
economic impact, and any other impact, of specifying...area as critical habitat.62
Following these changes in 1978, the FDEs were momentarily assuaged. However, direct
impacts on individuals following almost a decade of listing nurtured a growing chorus of DAIs.
Events leading up to the decision in Palila v. Hawai’i Department of Land and Natural Resources
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only strengthened this opposition. The court held that the maintained mouflon sheep
population for sport‐hunting purposes was harming the Palila in violation of the ESA. They
included significant habitat modification within the meaning of "harm” under Section 9, thus
increasing the potential restrictions on private property. Partly as a result of pressure from DAIs,
Congress amended the Act once more in 1982. Included in this suite of amendments was a new
section that allowed the FWS to grant “incidental take permits” to private landowners. These
are exceptions to what had been an absolute prohibition on “taking” listed species. Incidental
take permits are issued when a landowner submits a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). HCPs
require landowners to set aside some of their land for habitat for the endangered species or
purchase “mitigation” land elsewhere. In exchange, FWS allows landowners to use the rest of
their land for any such activities as they please, including for example timber cutting or house
construction. Upon approval of an HCP, FWS issues an incidental take permit that allows the
landowner to incidentally harm or “take” species in the pursuit of approved activities on their
lands. Habitat Conservation Plans under the Act have become an increasingly popular tool for
resolving conflicts between land development and species conservation.63 Though their primary
purpose is legal and regulatory rather than biological, their implementation satisfies both
biological and economic concerns.
Interestingly, just as DAIs found relief, the amendment tying critical habitat designation
to economic concerns was removed, much to the anger of FDEs. FDE concerns continued to
grow, particularly following the Northern Spotted Owl controversy. Partly as a result, Congress
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failed to reauthorize the Act when the last reauthorization expired on September 30, 1992. Ever
since, some members of Congress have continuously worked to amend the Act and strip it of its
most controversial, and in terms of species protection, most powerful, parts.64 For example, in
1995, during consideration of H.R. 889, the FY 1995 Defense Supplemental Appropriation bill,
the Senate voted 60 to 38 for an amendment offered by Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison
prohibiting the listing of additional species and the further designation of critical habitat under
the ESA until the end of FY 1995, or until the Act was reauthorized. On April 10, 1995, President
Clinton signed H.R. 889 into law. In July and August of that same year, both the House and the
Senate approved a budget for the Department of the Interior that included severe cuts in
funding for both consultations and recovery planning, and elimination of all funding for listing
and pre‐listing activities pending reauthorization. In addition, the moratorium on additional
listings was extended until September 1996, or until the ESA was reauthorized. Only on April 26,
1996 did Clinton lift that moratorium. In 2002, the Sound Science for Endangered Species
Planning bill (HR 4840) would have allowed the administration to selectively ignore any scientific
information that contradicted its political position on a listing decision, but the bill faltered.
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In the 104th65 and 105th66 Congress, following the Sweet Homes and Palila II decisions
that kept broad the definition of harm under Section 9, initiatives to address impacts on private
property split off from more comprehensive ESA reform proposals. CPs were an especially
strong voice during this period. On September 25, 1997, the House Judiciary Committee held
hearings on H.R. 922, which addressed the division of jurisdiction between the federal courts
and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims regarding "property takings" and compensation; and on
H.R. 1534, which would simplify and expedite access to the Federal courts for parties alleging
private property "takings”. On October 20, 1997, the House passed H.R. 1534, as amended. The
Senate Judiciary Committee held hearings on October 7, 1997, on S. 1204, which was identical
to H.R. 922; and on S. 781, which established procedures to ensure private property was not
taken except for public use and with just compensation. Neither bill passed the Senate.67
Following the failure to pass either bill, similar proposals languished until similar bills to
transform the ESA were introduced in both houses of the 108th 68and 109th 69 Congresses. Since
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taking office in 1993, Representative Pombo, a Republican Congressman from California’s
Central Valley, and a self‐professed property rights advocate, sponsored several bills calling for
sweeping reforms of the ESA. In 1996, Pombo coauthored the book, This Land Is Our Land: How
to End the War on Private Property, in which he asserted that the ESA and other federal laws
infringe upon private property rights.70 He, and others, claimed that:71
It was no secret that the campaign to place the northern spotted owl under
"endangered" status is directly to blame for gutting a once healthy resources industry.
According to the California Forestry Association, approximately 60,000 jobs have been
lost throughout the Pacific Northwest, through actions made under the veil of the ESA
and other misguided environmental actions. Unemployment rates in nearly every
county that composes my state Senate district are nearly twice the statewide average,
statistics from the state Employment Development Department show. It wasn't
always that way. Northern California was once home to a thriving resources industry,
providing jobs to thousands of families. But the misguided environmental mandates
that have been imposed through the ESA and other efforts have brought this area to
its knees with an economic sucker punch to the gut. Northern California was once
home to 140 sawmills, providing jobs for entire communities and other opportunities
for small‐business owners. But thanks to environmental restrictions that have been
imposed since 1990, more than 80 of these mills have been forced to close.
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His signature legislation, H.R. 3824, the Threatened and Endangered Species Recovery
Act of 2005, was introduced in September 2005 and had ninety‐five cosponsors. The bill called
for elimination of critical habitat designation, authorized government payments for landowners
prevented from carrying out planned developments, and granted greater decision‐making
powers to the Secretary of the Interior regarding the scientific data involved in ESA decisions.
The bill passed in the House by a vote of 229 to 193. The vote, which came after the defeat of a
rival measure ‐ H.R. 2933, To Amend the Endangered Species Act of 1973 to Reform the Process
for Designating Critical Habitat Under that Act – that reworked the law but required enforceable
protections for animals and plants in danger of extinction, was the culmination of a 12‐year
legislative mission by Mr. Pombo.72 However, in December 2005, the parallel Senate bill S. 2110,
Collaboration for the Recovery of the Endangered Species Act, introduced by Republican
Senator Mike Crapo of Idaho and Democratic Senator Blanche Lincoln of Arkansas, failed to pass
the upper chamber.

3.5.2 Complementary initiatives
Though no direct compensation mechanism was ever successfully added to the Act,
incidental take permits coupled with habitat conservation plans tempered the impact of lost
development rights arising from Section 9. Together with the No Surprises rule and Safe
Harbors, many adverse impacts on private or state lands were ameliorated. Candidate
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Conservation Agreements and the Private Stewardship Grant Program recognized underlying
conservation efforts by private landowners and states and rewarded the desire to avoid having
to list a species. A government‐sanctioned three‐strikes rule, coupled with a private
compensation scheme, was initiated to deal with livestock and crop losses from nuisance
species.
A Clinton administration rule called No Surprises was issued in 1994 to encourage far
more private land to be included in HCPs.73 The rule provides that no additional land‐use
restrictions or financial compensation will be required of an incidental take permit holder, even
if the HCP were to become insufficient to protect the species sometime in the future. “A deal is
a deal,” said Bruce Babbitt, then Interior Secretary. “We won’t come back ten years from now
and say you have to pay more or give more [land].”74 The government codified the rule in the
Code of Federal Regulations in 1998. This rule is now under review because of a court ruling.75 In
the meantime, FWS regional directors may continue issuing, renewing, or transferring permits
with the No Surprises assurances.76 These changes were a win‐win. In a Seattle Post‐
Intelligencer letter to the editor, the president of the National Association of Homebuilders
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commented: “Privately owned land is home to a large majority of species listed under the
Endangered Species Act, and HCPs are one of the few ways that government, environmentalists
and landowners can partner to protect them. The certainty provided by HCPs and the no‐
surprises rule helps keep regulatory costs—and, by extension, home prices—in check.”77
The Safe Harbor programs are widely acknowledged as one of the most successful
blends of public and private initiatives to further conservation.78 Under a Safe Harbor
agreement, the government agrees to help a landowner develop a HCP to improve the
prospects for endangered species already on his land or in order to attract species. Safe Harbors
then exempts landowners from the ESA’s regulations for any additional endangered species
they attract to their property as long as species numbers stay above the “baseline,” which is the
population of species covered by the Safe Harbor at the time the agreement is signed. In a
similar vein, FWS initiated an effort to assure landowners that if they signed Candidate
Conservation Agreements to protect species that were officially candidates to be listed, the
landowners might be able to stave off FWS action, thereby avoiding the ESA’s regulations.79
More complementary initiatives followed throughout the 1990s. Starting in the mid‐
1990s, ESA supporters, Congress and FWS proffered various financial incentives in attempts to
blunt the impacts of the Act’s penalties. One such effort started in 2002 when FWS initiated the
Private Stewardship Grant Program (PSGP). This program provides up to 90 percent of the funds
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for projects by private landowners to conserve endangered species. Under the program, private
landowners submit proposals for conservation efforts to protect endangered, threatened or
candidate species. FWS chooses to fund these proposals on a competitive basis. In 2006, they
awarded more than $6.9 million in grants under the program. The PSGP provides
“incentives…and flexibility” for landowners to engage in endangered species conservation,
according to then‐Interior Secretary Gail Norton.80 These initiatives build on and nurture a
positive relationship between landowners and the FWS.
Other Section 9 concerns were also addressed under the government‐sanctioned three‐
strikes rule, coupled with a private compensation scheme, which were initiated to deal with
livestock or crop losses from nuisance species. It has been very successful, particularly in
dampening impacts from wolves. Take, for example, the following case81. After being hunted to
the brink of extinction, the Mexican red wolf is once again roaming the grasslands, mountains
and streams of western New Mexico and eastern Arizona. The government's Mexican gray wolf
reintroduction rulebook says that a rancher cannot shoot a wolf simply because it threatens her
livestock. But if a single wolf kills three cows or sheep or other domestic animals in a single year,
then federal officers may kill or capture the wolf. Mexican gray wolves are known to have killed
110 head of cattle in the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area between March 1998 and October
2007, according to FWS records. That is only slightly more than 10 cows each year, out of the
approximately 35,000 head that roam largely unattended across more than 4.4 million of acres
of public land. Still, to mitigate the ranchers' financial losses, Defenders of Wildlife voluntarily
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compensates them for wolf‐killed livestock. Defenders pays 100 percent of the market value for
verified losses, and 50 percent for "probable" losses. Defenders has paid ranchers in Arizona and
New Mexico $98,000 for the loss of 148 livestock and domestic animals since 1998.
All of these changes ameliorated very real impacts to DAIs and, to a lesser extent, to
FDEs, from Section 9. In the past ten years, the Western Governor Association’s Enlibra
Principles82 and the Bush administration’s Cooperative Conservation Initiative (CCI) 83 have
attempted to ameliorate some of the underlying concerns held by FDEs in relation to Section 7.
CCI was aimed at providing local communities and private landowners a voice in decision
making. It attempted to reverse the trend of litigation in environmental decision making by
celebrating collaboration and public participation at the site level. It specifically directed federal
agencies that oversaw environmental and natural resource policies and programs, including the
ESA, to promote conservation in full partnership with states, local governments, native tribes,
and individuals. CCI speaks of ‘citizen‐stewards’ who are tasked with achieving a healthy
environment without prejudicing a dynamic economy, to produce a “productive harmony with
nature”84. But this initiative, clearly conducive to moving the needle away from the
precautionary Noah principle, elicited opposition. Unlike the broad coalition that supported
alleviating impacts to DAIs, many environmentalists believed that FDEs had a dual commitment
to conserve nature as well as to convert its resources into short‐term gain, a commitment from
which they should not be so easily excused.
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3.5.3 Appealing directly to the judicial branch
While DAIs and FDEs sought and received redress through the legislature and private
initiatives, CPs preferred to use the courts rather than seek legislative relief, except for a near
successful attempt at legislative reform in 1994/5. Based on their constitutional beliefs, they
believed the court to be the proper arena to correct legislative overreach. Most recently, they
have taken to invoking the Commerce Clause to argue their case.85 The ESA was promulgated at
a time when it was thought that Congress could reach any matter of national concern without
paying close attention to whether the law was directed at ‘commerce.’ Congress typically did
not make detailed findings articulating a real and direct relationship between the regulated
activity and interstate commerce, did not require case‐by‐case proof of a substantial effect on
interstate commerce, and purported to regulate any activity that harms protected objects (like
water or wildlife), regardless of whether the activity was economic in nature. For these reasons,
elements of the federal environmental protection scheme are susceptible to a Commerce Clause
challenge.86 For example, owners of 200 acres around Austin, Texas, who planned to sell their
plot for a commercial development to include a Wal‐Mart but instead were stymied by the
discovery of six species of blind, subterranean invertebrates that were limited to a small,
intrastate area and listed as endangered under the ESA, brought suit challenging the
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constitutionality of the ESA’s take prohibition.87 The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit upheld
the ESA take provision under the Commerce Clause88 relative to intrastate takings of several
isolated subterranean species.89 This was the perfect test case for many CPs – led by the
Washington Legal Foundation (WLF), a leading advocate of property rights, who claim to work to
“maintain balance in the Courts and help our government strengthen America's free enterprise
system.”90 WLF submitted a brief against the ruling, arguing that the Commerce Clause does not
permit the federal government to exercise control over private property when, as here, the
invertebrates the government seeks to protect have no commercial value and have no effect on
interstate commerce. WLF noted that the lower courts were split on the extent to which the
Commerce Clause restricts federal efforts to protect endangered species. On June 3, 2005, the
U.S. Supreme Court declined to review the appeals court decision that gives the federal FWS
virtually unlimited authority to regulate local land development across the country in the name
of protecting endangered species. The Supreme Court's action was a setback for CPs, but has
not stopped them from bringing suit in other, similar cases.91
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3.6 Mapping property rights opposition today
Despite widespread agreement that efforts to accommodate property rights opposition
to the Act have had significant success, there is far less agreement on the reason for it. Some
believe that, when taken together, these changes create a framework that has made real
inroads in tempering impacts arising from Section 9. Others believe that a shift in economics
away from extractive use and towards non‐consumptive and sustainable use has on its own
reduced the frequency which with the Act clashes with property rights. For example, in many
places the historical ranching and grazing economy is disappearing and being replaced by
economic pursuits based on appreciating nature, such as bird‐watching or whale‐watching.
Similarly, for example, the consumption of water for agriculture or industry that triggers
sections of the ESA is being replaced by businesses, such as kayaking, that rely wholesale on
leaving water in rivers. In fact in Colorado for the first time recreational in‐channel diversion
water rights that leave water in the river have been granted in addition to use rights that grant
property rights only through the extraction of water.92 But the truth most probably lies
somewhere in between.93
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Nonetheless, opposition based on property rights has continued. The Committees on
Resources and Small Business Various in the House gaveled twelve hearings during the 108th and
109th sessions of Congress in the run up to the successful vote on HR 3824. During these
hearings, property rights advocates met with significant sympathy in their attempts to push
legislative reform. Here I reproduce statements made at these hearings to capture the mood of
the three strands of property rights advocates at that moment in time – the last significant
effort to supplant the Noah principle with a preference for protecting property rights– and to
weigh the remaining strength of their opposition.94
Many of the items on various wish lists voiced during the hearings coincided. For
example, everyone sought a reduction in citizen suits. Harv Forsgren, Regional Forester with the
Forest Service, described his frustration with citizen suits: “There are 18 sections of the
Endangered Species Act. Only one section deals with prohibitions, namely Section 9. All other
sections direct us and advise us to work with people to get the job done. So we are trying to do
that, even though we recognize that each time we do we are probably going to be sued for the
way that we did it.”95 Rep. Cardoza in particular opined about how much litigation drives the
ESA: “we have been driven off course from a system that should have been directed by biology
to a system driven by litigation.”96 Indeed representatives of the Bush Administration put it like
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this: “Simply put, the listing and critical habitat program is now operated in a ‘‘first to the
courthouse’’ mode, with each new court order or settlement taking its place at the end of an
ever‐lengthening time…In short, litigation over critical habitat has hijacked the program.”97
Moreover, demands that “There should be compensation for private property owners
when ESA diminishes property values”98 were rarely direct or straightforward. Only once, in a list
of seventeen demands from the New Mexico’s Professional Agricultural Producers that was read
into the record, was compensation officially demanded: “The Endangered Species Act must: 1.
Provide full compensation to individuals for current and long‐term ‘‘takings’’. Take into
consideration cost‐benefit analysis and mitigate for all adverse economic, social and cultural
needs of the human element (change Section 4(bx2) of ESA).”99 Otherwise, the word
‘compensation’ only appeared a total of 78 times in the twelve hearings, the majority – 55 times
– of which mention was made during the actual hearing on the successful HR 3824.

3.6.1 The few, the proud, the DAIs
DAIs were only marginally present at the hearings. They were represented by people
who expressed their opposition and the impacts of the Act in the first‐person, though some of
them spoke also as leaders of community organizations such as the Waterfowl Association or
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Recreational Fisherman’s Alliance. They presented themselves as hard‐working pro‐
conservation individuals losing money because of the Act. They included farmers who expressed
what the ESA had purportedly cost them, such as was the case for Alisa Ogden, a rancher from
New Mexico: “New Mexico’s livestock industry has spent well in excess of half a million dollars
in attorney fees alone in attempting to protect agricultural producers and their rights during the
past 7 years.”100 She claimed the Act had a “tremendous impact on the financial well‐being and
resources of agricultural organizations as well as to individual producers”. Another family
farmer, Jessica Sanchez, similarly pleaded for relief: “If we cannot count on our justice system
for common sense and fairness, we look to leaders like you to help make the changes
necessary.”101
DAIs appealed largely for compensation to cover losses. For example, Jan Holder,
Program Manager for the Gila Watershed Partnership spoke about livestock losses from free
ranging listed species:
In the area where we ranch, the Mexican Gray Wolf was reintroduced. They
spent over $7 million reintroducing the wolf, but not 1 cent was spent in educating the
local ranchers in how to get along with the wolves that were gone for so long. These
ranchers are people that are growing healthy, safe food and supporting the local wildlife,
including many threatened and endangered species. But the very presence of these
wolves means a lot of extra work for these ranchers. A lot of these ranchers have had to
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return to day herding, which they have not done for a long, long time. These ranchers
have had to move their cattle a lot more often. They have had to change their calving
seasons. They have no idea how to interact with the wolf any longer. It has increased the
ranchers’ workload and added expense to their already stretched pocketbooks, which
might not be that big of a deal, but most ranchers and farmers these days are stretched
so thin that they cannot afford any more work or any more expense.102
Their appeals were emotional, quantifiable and in the first‐person. They invoked the
future, as Congressman Herger from California did when describing one of his constituents, an
8‐year old, and his plans to continue working the family farm: “Blake is the poster child for what
is at stake here. This young man is the face of agriculture in the Klamath Basin. His future and
the future of every man and woman in this community hangs in the balance. I want Blake to
grow up knowing he has a future in this community.”103 Another DAI, David Carman, made
reference to the great American dream: “In closing, I want to say we fulfilled the American
dream, and in 2001 the Endangered Species Act came very close to destroying our dream. Our
dream was changed into a nightmare.”104
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DAIs that were present continued to argue for a reprieve from the Act’s impact on their
bottom line for what they saw as the inevitability of extinctions regardless of money spent or
development foregone. They favored bringing their own experiences with land stewardship to
bear on the ESA to ensure the recovery of species and limit their own losses. Michael Doebley,
Deputy Director for Government Affairs for the Recreational Fishing Alliance spoke for many of
his DAI members when he said: “We have a tradition of conservation going back over 100 years.
We are very proud of that. But we would also like to see a little bit more common sense brought
in to how these designations are made and we will be the greatest partners out there for
conservation but there is a lot of frustration, especially when we lose access because of the law,
and that needs some amendments and being reformed.”105
Indeed Bill Gaines, Director of Government Affairs for the California Waterfowl
Association, another group that represented many DAIs, wanted the Act “to veer away from
single‐species and consider all species, as well as the benefits of wildlife‐friendly agriculture
when they are making decisions related to the Endangered Species Act,”106 to reward DAI extant
good stewardship and remove the uncertainty of new species listing happening again and again
that would continue to hamper private land use planning.
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Interestingly, DAIs expressed little anger; most voiced their love of wild lands and
wildlife. The family rancher Jessica Sanchez promised that “there is probably no single segment
of society, in my opinion, that is concerned with more, or more instrumental in conserving
wildlife and the environment than those of us involved in agriculture. We love the land and work
it every single day.”107

3.6.2 Federally‐dependent entities everywhere
FDEs were far and away the most represented strand of opposition at the hearings.
They were first and foremost represented by interest groups speaking on behalf of sectoral
interests and small businesses. Many described their members and constituents as good
corporate or public citizens who were most concerned about employment and economic
growth, both squarely in danger, they claimed, from the impacts of the ESA on property rights.
FDE arguments were also voiced by state and local government officials and were met with
sympathy by federal officials. For example, Rep. Radanovich from California outlined the role of
the ESA in the energy sector: “The ESA has tremendous impact on the electricity backbone of
the nation, particularly out West. In siting new transmission lines, in relicensing hydroelectric
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projects, and in generating power, the ESA impacts almost every facet of how consumers get
electricity... . Since these costs are passed directly to consumers, or customers, excuse me, it is
safe to say that when many in the West turn on their light switches, the ESA meter is literally
running.”108
Many FDEs used rhetoric somewhat similar to that espoused by DAIs to describe their
members. They described their stakeholders as vulnerable – “Most farmers and ranchers are
also small businessmen and businesswomen who can least afford any adverse impact from
endangered or threatened species on their lands. The Endangered Species Act does not address
the needs of many small businesspeople”109 – but well meaning, “Like many small enterprises,
most of the decisions that these folks make about their business are made around the kitchen
table. Many of them actually welcome the opportunity to manage for endangered species. What
happens, sadly, as the other witnesses have pointed out, is that they often lack the knowledge
and the technical skills and most importantly, the resources to implement the practices that are
needed for these ecosystem services.”110 Nonetheless, several FDEs invoked the specter of
shoot, shovel and shut‐up, a way for landowners to avoid economic loss by destroying potential
habitat both before and after a species is listed.111
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3.6.2.1 The sum of anecdotes equals evidence
FDEs all began their litany of complaints with protests similar to that voiced by Jeff
Harvard, President, of Harvard Petroleum, which depended on government licenses to operate:
“Without question, the current ESA has had and is having a tremendous negative impact upon
our industry. Companies large and small are questioning whether it is worth it to continue

Small Business, 109th Cong. (2005) (Statement by Representative Sam Graves of Missouri). Still, when it came to
opposing litigation and endless regulations, FDEs packaged their opposition as being about strengthening the
underlying raison d’être of the ESA, namely, species conservation: “Rampant environmental litigation has undermined
the already broken system at the expense of species recovery. In fact, there have been so many lawsuits that the
Federal critical habitat program went bankrupt last year. Litigation has left the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
with limited ability to prioritize its species recovery programs and little or no scientific discretion to focus on those
species in the greatest need of conservation”. See Examining the Impacts of the ESA on Southern New Mexico. Before
the Committee on Resources, 108th Cong. (2004) (Statement by Congressman Pombo). They even sometimes
wrapped their concerns over the seemingly endless litigation in a concern for listed species: “The accelerated
schedules of court‐ordered designations have left the Service with limited ability to take additional time to ensure the
rules address all the pertinent issues before making decisions. This in turn fosters a second round of litigation in which
those who were suffer adverse impacts from the decisions challenge them. The cycle of litigation appears endless, is
very expensive, and provides relatively little protection to the listed species”. See Examining Impacts of the ESA on
Southern California’s Inland Empire. Oversight Committee Hearing before the Committee on Resources, 108th Cong.
(2004) (Statement by Julie MacDonald, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks, Fish and Wildlife
Service, U.S. Department of the Interior). Nonetheless, compared to DIAs, there was much less invocation of FDE
interest in conservation, though some representatives did speak of their willingness to find a solution despite being
the wronged party: “Although paralysis in terms of construction and project approvals, infrastructure maintenance
and construction has been incredibly costly and potentially millions of dollars, we do feel confident that we have
begun a process that will meet with success”. See To Amend the Endangered Species Act to Reform the Process for
Designating Critical Habitat under that Act: Hearing on HR 2933. Before the House Committee on Natural Resources,
108th Cong. (2004) (Statement by Paul Kelley, 4th District Supervisor, Sonoma County Board of Supervisors, Sonoma,
California).
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fighting the unrelenting wave of restrictions and regulations due to species after species being
proposed for listing.”112
They used a small, select set of case studies to illustrate impacts from the Act, many of
which highlighted either extreme cases or examples of losses whose underlying cause was
difficult to disentangle. The case of the Delhi Sands Flower‐loving fly for example was used as
the poster child of an Act run amuck. Mayor Bennett from Colton, California said: “The Fish and
Wildlife Service staff strategically refer to the fly as an individual or animal. This is outrageous.
To us and the majority of Americans with any common sense at all, they are pests. Nothing
more, nothing less, pests we have historically grown up swatting.”113
FDEs also used case studies from sectors where traditionally it was difficult to pin down
the reason behind rising costs or falling assets, such as in real estate. These were particularly
good case studies to use as housing was immediately understood by the public. Professor David
Sunding, from the University of California at Berkeley, made this point in regards to Bay Area
housing: “The Bay Area, the Inland Empire area of Southern California, coastal areas of Southern
California, those are three cases where I think you can make a very strong general argument
that environmental regulations are both driving up housing prices and also, as you point out,
pushing consumers to more and more distant locations, forcing them to commute longer and
longer distances to their jobs, which causes all kinds of other regional economic and
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environmental problems”114. Housing in California was invoked again and again to make this
point.115
They also used case studies to illustrate the impact of the ESA on essential services, such
as energy generation or healthcare.116 Even more FDEs used emotional case studies –
concerning impacts on the poor and on social services –to make the FDE case. This was
particularly true of local and state government representatives. For example, Mark Herrington, a
member of the Graham County Board of Supervisors, representing the National Association of
Counties at the hearings, cited this example:
From March 1993 to October of 1995, Graham County waited while U.S. Fish
and Wildlife personnel conducted mating call surveys for the southwestern willow
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flycatcher. During those surveys, they stated they thought they heard the flycatcher
mating call and held up the construction of the bridge while school buses from Solomon
had to reroute 26 miles each way to deliver children to and from class. This resulted in
the Solomon School District, the poorest in the area, shortening its school days and
changing activity schedules to accommodate a bird that might have been at the bridge
construction site.117
3.6.2.2 Distilling FDE arguments
FDEs came with a litany of requests to limit their losses under Section 9 and Section 7.
Under Section 9, they demanded first and foremost that common sense be applied to listing
decisions to reduce the number of species listed, which in turn would reduce the scale of
impacts on property rights. This included limiting listing to species of charismatic, national, or
notable concern. They were particularly troubled that invertebrates, some resembling pest
species, were included. Mayor Deirdre Bennett from the City of Colton referenced the Delhi
Sands Flower‐loving fly (Rhaphiomidas terminatus abdominalis) and noted: “Under that Act,
insects are not classified as being eligible for endangered status, and we do not believe that the
authors of the original Endangered Species Federal legislation ever contemplated protecting
insects.”118 She went on to suggest that listing sub‐species should similarly be abolished: “when
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the Act is used to stop a community from bringing jobs and improving the life for the people
who live in that community, to protect a subspecies that has been separated from the main
group, that is wrong.”119
Similarly, FDEs demanded an end to what they termed nuisance listing, a charge that
listing species was part of a broader effort to prevent development. Congressman Pombo made
reference to this when he said: “But attempts to list the eastern oyster under the Endangered
Species Act as a means to use a big Federal hammer to clean up the bay is not appropriate. If the
current restoration activities to clean up the bay are not working, let us look at that rather than
waste the Federal Government’s time and unnecessarily scare legitimate businessmen by

swatter, I would swat it and I would not know if it had a little yellow on it and if it is distinct and when it even comes
up, but yet we have this as part of the Endangered Species Act, in the definition...And I think I was on NBC at one time
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lot of the cattle and horses, and others, if they swatted the fly, what would happen to them too in terms of the fly.
But these are the kind of things that we’ve got to deal with as well.”
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convening a status review committee and studying a nuisance petition to list the eastern
oyster.”120
Most FDE arguments however centered around three things arising from Section 7 in
particular and the Act more broadly: FDEs feared critical habitat designations because of
language under Section 7 that made them vulnerable to federal action based on any activities
that occurred anywhere within any species critical habitat; they bemoaned the tedious
consultation requirements under Section 7; and they disliked the uncertainty that needing
biological opinions, as stipulated by Section 7, introduced into their business planning.
3.6.2.3 Critical habitat
Most FDEs considered designating critical habitat to be the root cause of many of the
Act’s impacts on them121. After all, activities that adversely modified critical habitat made FDEs
vulnerable to the Act under Section 7. First, many felt that critical habitats were often painted
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with simply too large a brush. For example, Rep. Cardoza provided an overarching example from
his home state of California:
A case in point is the Service’s recent designation of critical habitat for vernal
pool species. The original proposal would have designated over 1.7 million acres in
California and Oregon as critical habitat. Over 330,000 acres in Merced County,
California located in my congressional district would have been designated as critical
habitat. That is over one third of the entire acreage of the county. Another more recent
example is the Service’s proposal to designate over 4.1 million acres in California as
critical habitat for the red‐legged frog. These designations defy logic. If the species can
be found all over 1.7 million acres, either the species cannot by definition be
considered endangered or the entire zone of habitat cannot by definition be considered
essential to the conservation of the species. It simply makes no sense.122
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Congresswoman McMorris used another example to illustrate that many critical habitat
designations simply did not now, or ever, house the particular species in question:
In the case of Box Canyon, even history can help deduce whether the application
of the endangered species is going above and beyond its intended purpose. History tells
us that bull trout have never existed in most streams within this project’s boundary. But
still, the Federal Government insists that this small community…find a way to fund efforts
to achieve an entirely unrealistic agency goal of 1,000 bull trout per mile of stream. Even
though science has told us that the streams in question never have sustained these
populations of fish, this has not stopped the Fish and Wildlife Service from insisting
on…more than $70 million on bull trout measures.123
3.6.2.4 Public participation
FDEs also focused on asking for relief from the maze of participatory requirements for
ESA permits under Section 7 that often delayed projects for months or years. Consultations that
were supposed to be completed in less than one year often took up to four times that long.124 In
describing his business’ mining prospects, Steven McKeel, Executive Director, Martin Marietta
Materials, Inc.,125 referred to the pursuant Section 7 consultations as “laughable if they did not
represent so much time and expense to us, such a travesty to the private property rights of the
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landowners, and a continued drawn on taxpayer dollars.”126 So FDEs sought clearer timelines,
time limits, and ultimately, according to Eddie Briggs, Representing the Head Companies, LLC in
Jackson, Mississippi, time outs when it came to consultations:
One of the things that I feel is most strongly needed in this revision of the ESA is
to require some time limits, some time lines, be met that the agencies that administer
this Act be required to act in a timely fashion so that they can’t just delay it and delay it
and delay it. At one point during the course of this situation we were needing some
environmental information that could only be provided by an expert who lived in
Australia according to the Fish and Wildlife Service. We were required to wait nine
months for this information to come in and ultimately the gentleman never did send it, it
never came but still the delay was there, the cost and expense to our group was there.127
Conversely, FDEs asked Congress to improve the flow of information between different
Federal agencies to allow local communities to have a say in decision‐making.128 They clamored
for transparent processes for all ESA actions that allowed for the full participation of
communities who were at risk of having restrictions imposed on their property rights. Kathleen
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Crookham, District 2 Supervisor from the Merced County Board of Supervisors in California, built
on earlier descriptions of the designation of critical habitat for vernal pool species in California
to make her point:
On September 25, 2002, that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service proposed to
designate 1.7 million acres of critical habitat for threatened and endangered vernal pool
species. A total of 337,514 acres of this particular proposal were the critical habitat
located in Merced County, more than twice the amount of any other county in California
or Oregon. The proposed designation covered 26 percent of our entire county, which in
addition to 307,280 acres that are already protected as government lands, wetlands, and
easements, this would be a total of 50 percent of our county under protected lands, quite
a devastating blow to a county whose primary industry is agriculture. Despite the fact
that Merced County had the largest acreage in this proposed habitat within the
jurisdiction, the Service refused to hold a hearing in our county because of time
constraints.129
3.6.2.5 Uncertainty
FDEs demanded an end to the uncertainty of what to them appeared an inconsistent
interpretation of the Act and implementation.130 From his perspective as a city administrator for
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the city of Carlsbad, New Mexico, Jon Tully noted that “the rub of the ESA is that the only
absolute certainty is that there will be absolute un‐certainty in whether or not you can achieve
success in projects.”131 Rep. Inslee summed up these feelings when he said: “the agency charged
with the responsibility both to recover species and to be fair with property owners so property
owners will know what the rules of the game are, has spent 3 years—we fought World War II in
4 years—to come up with some guidance to Americans about what the rules were.”132 Rep.
Graves spoke of the uncertainty attached to actually executing court rulings:
This has brought great distress to the region…to protect the habitat and increase
the spawning habits of protected species on the river, the Army Corps of Engineers has
the authority to lower or raise water levels at points that would not support navigation.
This uncertainty in river flows in the past has caused major shippers to cancel their

multipurpose demands, particularly in times of drought. For this reason, many communities, like Albuquerque and
others, have sought blueprints of certainty in meeting water needs. They assume their citizens will get the water they
paid for when they created those long range plans. Well, no good deed goes unpunished. They were proven wrong
this summer when the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that non‐native water, long‐standing Rio Grande water
contracts, could be used for environmental regulations that were never before on the table. A shock wave of
uncertainty hit the western water world, not just in New Mexico, but throughout the western United States. This
ruling primarily means that the Endangered Species Act, for the first time, takes precedence over urban water
supplies that never would have been used for the silvery minnow uses in the first place. The ruling essentially ignores
the nation’s fundamental premise of private property freedoms by exerting Federal control over locally controlled
watery sources”. See The Silvery Minnow’s Impact on New Mexico. Oversight Field Hearing before the House
Committee on Resources, 108th Cong. (2003) (Statement by Congressman Calvert).
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Missouri River operations and has caused extreme alarm for farmers in the Missouri River
flood plain. Missouri farmers and small business owners have to live with these
uncertainties year in and year out. The financial burden this uncertainty creates is just
another problem facing farmers in Missouri who continually face season after season of
drought and rising energy prices.133
More than once uncertainty over implementation, rather than with the Act itself, were
made a priority complaint. Even Rep. Pombo spoke thus: “the problems that we are having with
the Endangered Species Act aren’t necessarily with the act itself, but it has a lot more to do with
the implementation.”134 For example, Rep. Rahall told the story of a major operation, Intrawest,
and their 11,000 acre facility. “They are engaged in a habitat conservation plan and lo and
behold, things are proceeding too slowly. Yet Intrawest is not joining the chorus that the ESA is
broken and must be amended. You know what their main complaint is? The Elkins, West Virginia
Fish and Wildlife Service field office is overworked and underfunded, and they are right.”135
Again experiences with the Delhi Sands Flower‐loving fly were used to underscore this point by
Grace Vargas, Mayor, City of Rialto, California: “I would like to say the Rialto experience with
Endangered Species Act and the Delhi Sands Fly listing, and the Service staff has been one of a
lack of staff assistance, inconsistencies, frequent staff changes and unjustified policy
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statements. So, you see we are having the same problem and we have given up 45 acres of land
for this fly we do not even see, you do not even know where it is coming from or where it is.”136
In this vein, FDEs also voiced frustration over who was responsible for implementing
what.137 Donald Robohm, President of SeaChick, Inc., from Escatawba, Mississippi underlined
this point: “The Endangered Species Act allows the regional office of Atlanta to issue our take
permits but allows the Albuquerque office to impose brown pelican listing upon Mississippi, but
does not allow the regional office in Atlanta to start the delisting process of the brown pelican
for states within its region. I’m told by U.S. Fish and Wildlife personnel that continued control of
the delisting of species resides with the originating regional office—in the case of the brown
pelican in Albuquerque, New Mexico.”138
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Coexisting environmental regulations added to uncertain and inconsistent
implementation. FDEs called for an end to duplicative environmental regulations that were
either redundant, time consuming and expensive, or counter‐productive.139 The case of the
desert tortoise was used by more than one FDE to highlight how conflicting environmental
regulations together conspired to erode property rights without positively affecting the listed
species. For example, Roy Denner, President & CEO, Off‐Road Business Association, Inc., Santee,
California who relied on federal lands to operate said: “The Desert Tortoise also provides a good
example of the impact of the ESA requirements to designate habitat for species. Four million
acres of tortoise habitat have been designated in the California desert, all on the notion that this
will save the tortoise. A recent ruling by Federal Judge Susan Illston eliminates permits for cattle
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remedies existed – “The take‐home message is that with proper management, we can have a profitable oyster
industry despite diseases and pollution. We should not use the Endangered Species Act as an instrument to rectify
decades of mismanaged fisheries in the mid‐Atlantic”, see Potential Listing of the Eastern Oyster Under the
Endangered Species Act. Oversight Hearing before the Committee on Resources, 109th Cong. (2005) (Statement by S.
Lake Cowart Jr., Vice President, Cowart Seafood Corporation). They felt their property rights were impinged by an Act
that unnecessarily supplanted existing resource management laws in a way that allowed uncertain species
information to trump known environmental consequences, particularly when alternatives existed: “The Missouri
River’s floodplain encompasses approximately one million acres in Missouri. Much of this is prime farmland. Any
manmade or artificial spring rise that puts floodplain farmers and riverside communities at greater risk of being
flooded is counter to the 1944 Flood Control Act. Congress expressly established the Missouri Reservoir System to
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experiment which could harm downstream citizens”. See The Need for Improvements and More Incentives in the ESA.
Hearing before Committee on Small Business, 109th Cong. (2005) (Statement by Mike Wells, Chief of Water
Resources, Missouri Department of Natural Resources).
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grazing and OHV use in tortoise habitat. In the meantime, baby tortoises are being killed by the
hundreds by a raven population that has doubled over the last 10 years. No action has been
taken to date to reduce the raven population because of a Federal Bird Protection Act.”140
Steven Webster, Executive Director, Florida Marine Contractors Association, declared that if he
could pick one recommendation for Congress to ease the impact on property rights of listing the
Florida manatee, “it would be that this committee help clarify the relationship between the
Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection Act so that the requirements of the
ESA are satisfied, then so, too, the requirements of the MMPA will be satisfied.”141
3.6.2.6 An undercurrent of resentment
During the hearings, FDEs mixed incredulity at the types of species listed by the ESA with
anger over its impacts on property rights. For example, Rep. Calvert from California referred to
the Delhi Sands Flower‐loving fly as “somewhat famous”, a species that while “we have been
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told it is there…they cannot see it”, and is yet causing enormous harm: But the community…is
being, in effect, held hostage to this species, which we cannot deal with rationally.”142
These anecdotes were regularly tinged with an almost palpable frustration:
In Pennsylvania alone, there is a situation in eastern Pennsylvania that they
found there was a turtle—I don’t know the name of the turtle. It turns that they did DNA
testing on the turtle, and the turtle wasn’t from eastern Pennsylvania, it was from North
or South Carolina. I didn’t know that such a thing could be done, figuring it out with DNA,
but it was. And it appears that somebody imported the turtle and put it in place so they
could stop development in eastern Pennsylvania. So those type of shenanigans have to
stop.143
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Sometimes this frustration touched on paranoia: In reference to the vernal pool species
controversy, Kathleen Crookham from the Merced County Board of Supervisors in California
insinuated that the FWS was engaged in a conspiracy to ignore local peoples: “many of the
landowners in eastern Merced County who had been sensitized to the issues surrounding the
Endangered Species Act were stunned by the proposed designation. They felt the Service was
trying to set the critical habitat designation flying in under the radar screen hoping that no one
would notice.”144 Joe Stell, New Mexico state representative, denounced proponents of the ESA
as follows: “anyway, in my personal opinion, the agenda of the more aggressive organizations is
to kind of bring the United States into an economic chaos, maybe an economic downfall. It isn’t
really the protection of the species. It’s to maybe put some of the money‐making endeavors,
agriculture, oil and gas, forestry, out of business.”145 When discussing the despised Delhi Sands
Flower‐loving fly, Deirdre Bennett, the Mayor of Colton in California, remarked: “Unfortunately
for us, a few flies (they say five ‘‘individuals’’) were spotted by the biologist hired to do the
study. No one watches these biologists and there is no way to prove or disapprove what they
observe.”146
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Some FDEs even used fear‐mongering to make their point. When discussing the ESA
impacts on property rights owned by the energy sector in the southwest, Jeff Harvard from
Harvard Petroleum warned of consequences for personal pocketbooks and national security:
The inescapable conclusion is higher prices for all commodities due to pervasive
need for energy in those areas. Our nation’s need for more energy will demand an
increase in the importation of foreign oil and gas and weaken our economy with greater
trade deficits. Recent events have proven time after time that many of these foreign
countries are very unstable and do not look kindly upon our great nation. Everything
reasonably possible must be done to ensure that our nation has the resources that it
needs. The oil and gas industry in southeastern New Mexico has been providing a
continuous source of energy for this nation for over 80 years with little or no impact on
all species. Our industry is committed to improving our operation to minimize any impact
on the environment. We continue to meet with and work with the various groups to
identify ways that we can help threatened species. But the Endangered Species Act must
be changed to more accurately reflect the needs and responsibilities of this state and this
nation.147

3.6.3 Rhetoric from constitutional proponents
There were no explicit leaders of the CP movement seated as witnesses during the
hearings. Instead, constitutional rhetoric, though it was limited during the hearings, was voiced
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by individuals and local government officials representing either DAI or FDE issues. Mirroring CP
demands, they invoked the Constitution to castigate listings as abrogating property rights.148 For
example, William Turner, Trustee of Lion’s Gate Water, noted that the ESA “violated the Equal
Protection Clause of the Constitution by granting rights and privileges to government entities
that they deny to private entities.”149 A demand to rigorously apply the Takings Clause to the
ESA’s impact on private property was the most concrete ask that appeared as a thread
throughout the hearings. Even then, the Constitution and its protections were invoked only
thirty times in all twelve hearings. Those who did invoke it, such as Congressman Pombo, even
went so far as to suggest this would help the underlying aim of the Act: “protecting private
property rights of American landowners is not only what is right constitutionally, it is the key to
increasing our rates of species recovery.”150
A related ask centered on transferring federal authority over wildlife back to the states
where CPs also believed land use planning decisions would be better made. They asked that the
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State’s role to manage fish and wildlife, something “well‐settled”151 in federal law, be
reasserted,152 as expressed by Mayor Bennett from Colton:
We believe that enough is enough. It is high time that President Bush takes on
the Fish and Wildlife Service and rid it of those who enact their world view and land use
policies on innocent local communities. If the Administration really believes in local
control, it should allow the California Endangered Species Act to be operative in this
instance…[I want Congres] to reaffirm and clarify the important role of the States in the
management of listed species [since] unfortunately, over the past 30 years, the role of
the State fish and wildlife agencies in implementing the Act has been poorly utilized. This
is particularly true for missed opportunities in Section 6 cooperative agreements between
the States and the Fish and Wildlife Service. Section 6 has merely served as a vehicle for
Federal funding of State programs.153
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3.7 A Lingering Opposition
The goal of the ESA is to save all species. It is probably the most comprehensive
environmental law in the United States. While the thought of protecting endangered species
appeals to most Americans, the high economic cost of recovery, the burden on individual and
community well‐being, and the power it gives agencies administering the Act, do not.154 For
many years, to many people, the ESA represented governmental interference at its worst155
because it gave federal and state officials the authority to impose land‐use policies that restrict
what they can do on their private property.156 The growth, influence, and public support of the
three distinct property rights strands have waxed and waned over the past three decades as
court decisions have left them vulnerable, amendments and parallel initiatives have given some
of them comfort, and economic and political conditions have changed.
But the ESA still impacts on some property rights. Splitting opposition based on
property rights allows us to understand which impacts remain unresolved, and which have been
tempered. For example, DAIs have access to mechanisms to reduce their vulnerability under
Section 9, and access to compensation when these mechanism are not enough. Conversely,
changes have not fully alleviated FDE concerns, particularly from Section 7.157 In addition, the
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In addition, more recent attempts to further limit impacts on property rights by meeting some FDE demands have

been rebuffed, further adding to the sense that the ESA has not much moved its needle away from the Noah
principle. For example, in April 2008, the Secretary of the Interior proposed an administrative rule change to the ESA
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continuing regulatory uncertainty surrounding the implementation of the ESA makes it difficult
to measure the value of a given incentive against the prospect of becoming victim to the law’s
punitive provisions should one of the frequent lawsuits brought by environmental groups
seeking to force FWS to implement more onerous measures be upheld. The most recent
attempt to seriously amend the Act, in 2004/5, underlines the role of FDE opposition, when,
despite a decade of changes to and around the ESA, the purported impacts of the Act on

in an attempt to regulate consultations under Section 7. See Interagency Cooperation Under the Endangered Species
Act, 73 Fed. Reg. 47868 (proposed Aug. 15, 2008) (amending 50 C.F.R. pt. 402) (governing coordination between the
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service). The rule change, when signed, put the burden of
identifying any potential “destruction or adverse modification” (ESA § 7(a)(2), 16 U.S.C. 1536(a)(2) (2006)) of
designated critical habitat on the federal agency investing in or acting at a site. It removed any requirement for
consultation with FWS or NMFS (See Interagency Cooperation Under the Endangered Species Act, 73 Fed. Reg. 76272
(proposed Dec. 16, 2008) (amending 50 C.F.R. pt. 402)) unless the action agency identified a prior finding of potential
harm or “jeopardy.” Jeopardy occurs when an action is reasonably expected to directly or indirectly diminish a
species’ population, reproduction, or distribution such that the likelihood of survival and recovery in the wild is
appreciably reduced. See ESA § 7, 16 U.S.C. § 1536. The Secretary framed the change as a means to reduce the time
and cost of consultations both to the action and the regulatory agencies. Some groups feared the rule change would
eviscerate the role of scientific evidence and privilege conversion over conservation. See Press Release, The Wildlife
Society, Leading Scientific Societies Criticize Proposed Rule Changes to Interagency Cooperation Under the
Endangered Species Act (Sept. 29, 2008), http://www.enn.com/press_releases/2664; Posting of Rocky Barker to
Voices.IdahoStatesman.com, (Dec. 17, 2008, 10:46 EST),
http://voices.idahostatesman.com/2008/12/17/rockybarker/Environmentalists_go_ballistic_over_esa_consulting_rul
e_change. Others interpreted the change as a triumph for common sense. They believed it would circumvent a
lengthy and costly process where less than ten percent of consultations resulted in a decision of jeopardy. Of these,
only a similar percentage recommended significant changes or a halt to activity. See Nancy Kubasek, M. Neil
Browne & Robyn Mohn‐Klee, The Endangered Species Act: Time for a New Approach?, 24 Envtl. L. 2, 329, 339 (1994)
(describing how less than one percent of formal consultations resulted in termination of projects). Several groups
immediately attacked the rule change in court. See Julie Cart, California Sues Federal Government over Changes in
Endangered Species Act, L.A. Times, Dec. 31, 2008, available at http://articles.latimes.com/2008/dec/31/local/me‐
species31. President Obama over‐turned the rule change immediately after his inauguration in January 2009.
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economic development were met with sympathy and ultimately a favorable bill that passed the
House even if it arrived moribund in the Senate. These hearings also confirm that DAI concerns
have largely been resolved. In turn, the CP movement has lost DAIs as both adherents and a
sympathetic storyline, and as a result have become increasingly isolated with a reduction in the
immediacy of their appeal.
Clearly tensions will remain between the continuing impact of the ESA on property
rights, particularly at a level above the individual, and the proponents of the Act who believe
they have moderated the Noah principle enough in their efforts to reduce those impacts and
still keep the Act operational. This tension suggests that the Act will remain unauthorized in the
near future.
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4. The Quagga Crisis at Lake Mead National Recreation Area
4.1 Introduction
On 6 January 2007, Wen Baldwin discovered the invasive quagga mussel (Dreissena
rostriformis bugensis) at Lake Mead National Recreation Area (henceforth LAME) (LAME, 2007).
Park staff soon found mussel colonies in heavily trafficked areas of the park. Threats from the
mussel endangered already threatened species in the park’s wilder areas. Despite energetic
efforts to manage the invasion, quagga spread throughout the park and likely from the park to
other parts of the western United States (Benson et al., 2009). Protected areas are the
cornerstones of conservation. Invasive species are second only to habitat destruction in
depleting biodiversity and damaging parks (e.g. Reaser et al., 2003). I examine why the efforts to
control quagga in a national park failed and ask what general lessons we can learn from this case
history.
Was the park unprepared for just such an invasion? Did they discover the mussel too
late to do anything about it? I show that neither case was true. The park already had an existing
early detection program in place. Did the park have a mandate to deal with the mussels, or the
political will to muster necessary resources to manage the invasion? My analysis revealed that
their mandate was clear. The many agencies with jurisdiction over the park’s lakes provided the
park full support, as did the governments of Arizona, California, and Nevada. Did the park lack
resources to make political will a reality? Unlike other national park units, LAME has access to
generous resources under the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA) (USG
1998). It quickly moved to apply these resources to the quagga problem. Did park staff lack the
science? Though the science dealing with invasive mussels is incomplete, the park brought
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together leading mallacologists in a science advisory group to guide management decisions and
apply the best available science.
So why did the park’s efforts fail? Working at LAME, I explored the four management
options that were open to park staff to deal with the invasion. I also examined the reasons
behind their choice to focus on education and enforce existing laws. Park staff first considered
doing nothing, given the reproductive speed and strength of the mussel, the absence of
convincing extirpation technologies, and the lakes’ position along the Colorado River. Their
conservation mandate precluded this option. The park also could not close the lakes to boat
traffic, the option that arguably provided the best way to prevent spread. This went against
their recreation mandate. The park then seriously discussed managing vessel movements on the
lake to prevent spread to previously uninfested areas upstream of the discovery. In tandem,
they hoped that the turbulence of water going through the Hoover Dam intake pipes would
then stop the mussels from spreading downstream. However, the cost, impracticality, and
burden on visiting vessel operators removed this option from discussion. So too did evidence
that the Hoover Dam merely slowed spread. Finally, the park decided to employ a dedicated
invasive mussel education and enforcement program. This option focused on slowing the
overland spread of mussels to water bodies unconnected to the Colorado River. It also minimally
affected recreation at the park.
Instead, I show that concentrating visitation on the lakes through a process of zoning
calcified a pathway for invasion, guided management decisions, and ultimately led to the rapid
spread of quagga. Zoning has become common practice in parks worldwide. Zoning reduces
traditional stressors on other parts of a park by concentrating the human footprint in one area.
It reconciles competing mandates to protect nature and allow recreation.
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4.1.1 Lake Mead National Recreation Area
Under an agreement with the Bureau of Reclamation, the US Congress put aside the
land that would eventually become LAME in 1936 (Fig. 1). This followed the construction of the
Boulder Dam (later Hoover Dam) and the creation of Lake Mead along the Colorado River. Davis
Dam impounded Lake Mohave in 1953 (LAME, 1999). The US Congress designated the area as
the nation’s first national recreation area managed by the National Park Service (NPS) on 8
October 1964 (USG, 1964). Running along the Colorado River in Nevada and Arizona, the park
comprises 605,274 hectares and has over 1,528 kilometers of shoreline.

Nevada
Arizona

±

Lake Mead National Recreation Area
Lake Mead

California

Lake Mohave

Figure 1. Lake Mead National Recreation Area lies across Arizona and Nevada in the
Southwestern United States.
Located at the confluence of three major desert ecosystems — the Mojave, the Great
Basin, and the Sonoran — the park receives annual rainfall of less than 15 cm per year (LAME,
2006). Despite these arid conditions, an abundance of plant and animal life exists, each uniquely
adapted to the area’s conditions. The park is home to over 900 species of flora and 508 species
of fauna. Of these, 24 are either federally endangered or threatened (LAME, 2001).
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Adjacent to the rapidly expanding Las Vegas metropolitan area and within a day’s drive
from Los Angeles and Phoenix, the park hosted almost 8,000,000 visitors during 2005 (NPS,
2006b). This number does not capture the additional one million visitors who enter the park
every year to tour the Hoover Dam (Brean, 2006).
LAME’s mission is “to provide diverse inland water recreation opportunities in a
spectacular desert setting for present and future generations” (LAME, 1999). Its Enabling
Legislation demands it be managed “for general purposes of public recreation, benefit, and use,
and in a manner that will preserve, develop, and enhance, so far as practicable, the recreation
potential, and in a manner that will preserve the scenic, historic, scientific, and other important
features of the area” (LAME, 2001). Like so many other parks in the US, LAME has competing
mandates to protect nature and to serve people.

4.2 Invasion of the Quagga Mussel
Quagga are small freshwater bivalve mollusks. They are native to the Dneiper River
drainage of Ukraine (Mills et al., 1996). Americans first found quagga in Lake St. Clair (near
Detroit) in 1988. They then quickly spread throughout the Eastern US (Pimental et al., 2005). A
member of the same genus as the better‐known zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha), quagga
were found at LAME on 6 January 2007 (LAME, 2007). Lake Mead Marina employees discovered
them five miles upstream from Hoover Dam as part of an early detection program that included
a lakewide invasive species monitoring program (LAME, 2007). Since then, quagga have been
found throughout Lakes Mead and Mohave and downstream on the Colorado River. As of 2009,
quagga colonies also existed in Colorado and Utah (Benson et al., 2009). It is impossible to
pinpoint the exact origin of these latter infestations. However, because of the timeline and
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traffic patterns, it is reasonable to assume that the mussel colony at LAME was the intermediary
between quagga colonies in the Eastern US and these new infestations.
Though we may never know how the initial Lake Mead infestation occurred, park staff
presumed that the mussel hitched a ride aboard a watercraft that was traveling to Lake Mead
from an infected lake in the Great Lakes region (LAME, 2007). Potential invasive pathways for
the mussels to get to and leave from LAME were extensive. They included natural pathways
inherent to the Colorado River basin and assisted overland pathways (Figs. 2a and 2b). The latter
comprise boat traffic. I used trailer count data gathered at the park in June 2007 to calculate
traffic patterns. The mussels discovered in Lake Mead were about 1,000 miles farther west than
any other known colony at the time (Fig. 2c).
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Figure 2a. Vessel Count
(June 9‐16, 2007)
Zero traffic
< 10 vessels
< 100 vessels
< 500 vessels
> 500 vessels
Figure 2b. Lower Colorado River Basin
Rivers

Figure 2c. Quagga Colonies

Lake Mead National Recreation Area
Utah

Colorado
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Figure 2: Quagga mussel (D. bugensis) colonies across the United States over time, and
their invasive pathways to and from Lake Mead National Recreation Area. Figure 2a
reveals those states from which vessels in Lakes Mead and Mohave originate. Figure
2b illustrates the natural pathways for IAS into and out of the lakes through the
Colorado River basin. Figure 2c showcases the quagga infestation timeline.
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4.3 Methodology
I worked with the Resource Management Division at LAME from the summer of 2006
through December 2007. Using an exploratory case study approach, I examined the choices
faced by park managers dealing with an invasive infestation. My analysis systematically collated
information from first‐hand observations of the response team as well as unstructured
interviews with management staff and partners at the park. I also screened budget information
and the US Geological Survey (USGS) invasives database to add context to what was done, why,
and to what effect. Participatory observation of park management meetings both before and
after the invasion helped me to interpret the park’s business‐as‐usual approach. As mussel
response coordinator in 2007, I inspected moored vessels before they left the park for evidence
of quagga over an eleven month period (January – November). Vessel operators informed park
dispatch of their date of departure. Park dispatch alerted me and I worked with the vessel
owner to set up an inspection. I also surveyed these vessel operators to uncover their travel
routes to and from LAME. I used a standard survey form adopted from the park’s early detection
program. It comprised closed and open questions that focused on identifying invasive pathways.
I used this survey only when interviewing boat owners under a mandatory vessel inspection
policy adopted by the park following the invasion. Together with seasonal park rangers, we then
implemented an independent trailer survey in mid‐June 2007 to estimate the origins of vessels
using both Lakes Mead and Mohave. We performed three counts of trailers in each parking lot,
in the morning, early afternoon, and evening. We registered the origin of each trailer, as well as
the number of vessels it carried.
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Drawbacks exist when using any case‐study approach (GAO, 1990). This case study is no
different. Nonetheless, it provides a lens to examine a worst‐case threat to biodiversity in a park
that was better able than most to meet that threat. This case thus provides an analysis that
other parks that are less well endowed and suffering from less severe threats can use.

4.4 Responding to the Crisis
4.4.1 Early Detection
As many as 5,000 boats use Lakes Mead and Mohave on a summer weekend (Graefe
and Holland, 1997). Many of them then go on to other waterbodies. Researchers and park staff
thus identified the lakes as a major potential source of invasive species infestations
(Bossenbroek et al., 2007). They were particularly worried about Dreissena species that could
quickly spread to other waterbodies in the western US (Gerstenberger et al., 2003). As a result,
park staff established an early detection and monitoring program at the park. This program
consisted of three parts: (1) staff placed passive samplers with artificial substrates (modified
Portland samplers) (Marsden, 1992) at each of nine marina sites in the park to detect adult
mussels. They put them in shaded water at depths of five, twenty, and thirty feet (NPS, 2007b).
In addition, staff and volunteers intermittently sent water samples to Portland State University
to test for veligers (NPS, 2007b). (2) Park staff, concessionaires, and boating associations
received training on identification and management of invasive species. Trainers taught
participants how to identify, inspect, and decontaminate those vessels. (3) Staff targeted high‐
risk vessels from eastern waters at risk of harboring invasive mussel species for inspection and
decontamination. Prior to January 2007, park staff intercepted 54 high‐risk vessels entering
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LAME. Of those inspected, six vessels had invasive mussels. Park staff decontaminated them
prior to launch (LAME, 2007).
Nonetheless, by 20 January 2007, quagga mussels appeared downstream of Lake Mead
in Lakes Mohave and Havasu. Despite an early detection and monitoring program, there was
already a systemic mussel infestation of the Lower Colorado River system in early 2007 (LAME,
2007).

4.4.2 Operational Mandate
Immediately following the discovery of quagga mussels, the NPS led a three‐month
interagency response effort focused on assessment, containment, treatment, and long‐term
management of the infestation. This arose from the NPS commitment to managing invasive
species as spelled out in their Management Policies (NPS, 2006a). Their policy outlines the
responsibility of parks to manage non‐native plant and animal species that could have a
substantial impact on park resources. This effort culminated in an Initial Response Plan (NPS,
2007b).
NPS policies also mandated that each park collaborate with other affected agencies.
LAME straddles two states, houses important dams and reservoirs, and hosts several
endangered and threatened species. As a result, many federal agencies (including especially the
NPS, Bureau of Reclamation (BOR), and the Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)) had jurisdiction
over the lakes. So too did several state departments (particularly the Southern Nevada Water
Authority, Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGF), and Nevada Department of Wildlife
(NDOW)). Following the confirmed infestation, the park quickly established an Interagency
Coordination Core Team that comprised representatives from each agency with jurisdiction or
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interest in the lakes. The Upper Colorado River Basin Prevention Team and the California
Quagga Mussel Incident Management Team supplemented this team (LAME, 2007). The park
also led an Interagency Public Affairs Team that coordinated public messaging and media days.

4.4.3 Available Financing
Appropriated base for each unit in the NPS funds permanent personnel salaries and
other expenses necessary for yearly operations. A 20‐year history of appropriated base to LAME
showed an increase from $5,291,000 in FY1986 to $14,432,000 in FY2005 (LAME, 2006).
Adjusting these numbers with the Consumer Price Index revealed an average annual increase of
merely 2.2%. Changing visitor constituencies bring new challenges to visitor safety and
enjoyment, resource protection, and maintenance every year. Base funding has simply not kept
up with the rising costs of operations nor provided for increased staffing to manage these
challenges (LAME, 2006).
However, to respond to the quagga crisis, the park had access to additional funding
through SNPLMA. These reimbursable accounts fund, among other things, conservation
initiatives to manage and protect resources and capital improvement projects to build and
maintain park facilities. However, SNPLMA funding did not allow the park to pay incremental
operating costs or hire new staff on a permanent basis. Nevertheless, through both an ongoing
project, Water 2025, and a special accounts reserve nomination, the park had plenty of
financing with which to monitor the spread and impact of the mussels on its lakes and
implement its chosen strategy (NPS and BOR, 2004; NPS, 2007a).
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4.4.4 Science Advisory Group
The park had access to the best available science on invasive mussels. Following the
invasion, LAME quickly established a scientific advisory team under the leadership of Linda
Drees, Branch Chief for Invasive Species in the NPS Biological Resources Division. This team
comprised experts in invasive mussels, limnologists, fisheries biologists, and hydrologists
familiar with Lakes Mead and Mohave (LAME, 2007). Together, this team guided the park’s
decisions about monitoring spread, managing impacts, and implementing solutions.
Nonetheless, the science on Dreissena species was incomplete. In order to understand
more about its invader, the park implemented sampling for adults focused on distribution and
abundance measurements. They also implemented systematic polymerase chain reaction
sampling for veligers under the team’s direction. The park also reviewed existing extirpation
techniques with the team. They found that despite years of infestation in Europe and North
America, there remains no convincing way to eliminate quagga mussels once they have
colonized an area the size and volume of Lake Mead (LAME, 2007). No one has developed
chemical toxins for lake‐wide control that are not also deadly to other aquatic life forms. The
most common treatment for control, prechlorination, quickly reaches hazardous levels in
colonized areas (Grime, 1995). Predation by migrating diving ducks, certain fish species, and
crayfish only marginally reduce mussel abundance, and even these effects are short‐lived (Bially
and MacIsaac, 2000). Other biological controls under investigation include selectively toxic
microbes and parasites (Molloy, 1998). Other prospective approaches include disrupting the
mussels’ reproductive process by interfering with the synchronization of spawning (Snyder et al.,
1997), or inhibiting the planktonic veliger from settling. These approaches attack the mussel at
its most vulnerable stage in the life cycle (Kennedy, 2002). Nevertheless, existing data on the
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quagga’s life cycle and environmental and physiological tolerances failed to yield the park any
environmentally safe, effective, or available controls that could manage the infestation.

4.4.5 Management Options
When quagga invaded LAME, park staff recognized the importance of preventing
spread. They reacted immediately. They articulated four options as possible responses. Staff
first promulgated doing nothing. This was a response to the scientific acknowledgement that the
park could do very little to stop the mussels from spreading (LAME, 2007). However, this option
violated the park’s mandate to conserve its resources in a natural state. It also ignored the
political pressure on the park to do something (Boxall, 2007). The next option, and arguably the
most effective way to reduce spread, involved closing the park to all watercraft. Park staff
discarded this option because of the open access nature of the park, the fourteen official
launching sites on both lakes, and the many unofficial launching sites around the park. It would
simply have been impossible to police them all. More importantly, the park’s recreation
mandate would allow no such option.
A third option consisted of preventing recreational vessels from travelling between
different parts of Lake Mead. Staff proffered this option as an attempt to slow colonization of
upstream, uninfested sections of the lake. The option called for so‐called “gunboat curtains” in
three areas. These curtains relied on an already stressed law enforcement staff preventing
vessels from moving from one part of the lake to another, despite being able to travel
unimpeded by land to different launch sites. Hundreds of vessels passed each curtain each day
(Graefe and Holland, 1997). They came from up‐ and downstream of the colonized sections of
Lake Mead. Police chases of unlawful vessel movements would of themselves provide a pathway
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for the mussels to colonize upstream. This option also relied on available science that suggested
the mussels could be prevented from leaking downstream of Lake Mead. The science intimated
that high water turbulence in Hoover dam’s intake pipes would destroy mussel veligers and
deter adult mussels from naturally moving downstream (Rehmann et al., 2003). This ultimately
proved untrue (O’Neill, 2008). Together with the impracticality of the gunboat curtains, this
option was abandoned.
Park staff ultimately chose another option. The dedicated invasive mussel education and
enforcement (DIME) program consisted of four parts:
4.4.5.1 Education
This part of the solution focused on both fixed and dynamic messaging. The former
consisted of a thorough signage program throughout the park. Staff placed signs on launch ramp
exit lanes, wipe down areas, and park exits. These signs emphasized the ecological danger of
invasive mussels. They also underlined the threat to private property and the local built
infrastructure. They also made boaters aware of the penalties for transporting invasive mussels.
A cadre of seasonal interpretation rangers were employed with SNPLMA funding to staff priority
launch ramps —Hemenway and Las Vegas Boat Harbor; Ski Beach; Lake Mead Marina; Calville
Bay; Echo Bay; Overton Beach Marina; Cottonwood Cove; and Katherine Landing. They provided
in‐person messaging to all boaters as they exited the lakes. These rangers made contact with an
average of 1500 boaters every week. They asked them to “clean, drain and dry” their vessels
prior to launching at another waterbody (NPS, 2007b).
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4.4.5.2 Law enforcement
Roving law enforcement rangers also staffed priority launch ramps to create the
conditions necessary to mandate boat cleaning prior to leaving either lake. In Arizona,
transporting invasive mussels was already unlawful (Arizona, 2009). Under the Lacey Act, the
transport of invasive mussels on federal lands was also unlawful (USG, 1900). The park worked
with local law enforcement officials to make the transportation of invasive mussels across
political boundaries a Class III misdemeanor in Nevada (Nevada, 2007). These laws
complemented voluntary compliance. Park staff also believed it increased the likelihood that the
mussels would not hitch‐hike a ride to another waterbody.
4.4.5.3 Inspection and decontamination
The science advisory team noted that only vessels in the lake for more than three days
posed any real threat of harboring mussels. As a result, the park instituted a program requiring
all vessels moored on its lakes to undergo inspection when leaving the park. The park facilitated
the decontamination of vessels found with mussels before they left the park. The park provided
vessel operators a choice of private sector companies to wash their vessels in the park. These
companies in turn sought permits from the park to operate. Each boat owner’s mooring
contract codified this arrangement (LAME, 2007). In 2007, park staff and I inspected 129 vessels
under this program, with less than half (54) declared mussel‐free. In the first eight months of
2008, of the 67 vessels inspected, almost two‐thirds (41) were found to harbor mussels. In
addition, all vessels newly mooring in the park were required to wash their vessels prior to
launch. This element carried over from the park’s pre‐existing early detection program.
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4.4.5.4 Impact monitoring
Under Water 2025, LAME led a partnership to develop water and resource inventories
related to the Lake Mead Management Plan. USGS, BOR, University of Nevada Las Vegas,
Bureau of Land Management, NDOW, USFWS, Southern Nevada Water Authority, and the Clean
Water Coalition participated in the partnership. A premise of the partnership, ramped up after
the quagga invasion, included bridging information gaps between agencies. It provided for a
more comprehensive monitoring program for invasive species and the examination of biotic
indicators of environmental health.

4.5 Discussion
Of the four responses LAME discussed, focusing on education and enforcing laws best
resolved the park’s commitment to marry its duel mandates to protect nature and provide
recreational opportunities. This commitment played a key role in the entire mussel crisis at the
park. LAME manages visitation by funneling visitors toward its two lakes and away from its
fragile desert ecosystem (LAME, 2001). Visitor services are concentrated in these developed
areas. The extreme heat and unwelcoming desert landscape serve as natural barriers that
reinforces this zoning. A lightly restricted recreation area most likely led directly to the
introduction of quagga mussels. It also led to park staff discarding three potential responses to
that invasion. One of these options, closing the lakes to recreation, had the best chance of
stopping spread. In an era of invasives, zoning has very real implications for park management.
Zoning arises from the tension between competing conservation paradigms. A “fortress
conservation paradigm” began with the Norman concept of royal forests in Britain in the
fourteenth century. These areas tightly controlled access. Robin Hood stories from the same era
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quickly popularized them as exclusive and unjust (Young, 1978). Today, strict protected areas
best embody fortress conservation (Chicchon, 2000). However, very few protected areas can
afford to embrace strict exclusivity (Spinage, 1998). This is especially true given the call to open
them up to local participation in the interests of social justice (e.g. Colchester, 1997). The Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 sought a marriage of conservation and sustainable use in
parks. Integrated conservation and development projects were the result (Brandon and Wells,
1992). People recognized that achieving biodiversity conservation while promoting human
welfare was intuitively appealing (Alcorn, 1993; Bawa, 2006).
Nonetheless, conservationists could not long ignore the very real incompatibilities that
often exist between the two mandates (Redford, 1991; Alpert, 1996; Sanderson and Redford,
2003; Christensen, 2004; Brockington et al., 2006). As a result, zoning became a commonplace
strategy to reconcile them. It focuses traditional environmental stressors in certain areas. These
areas welcome sustainable use and recreation (Sax, 2001). Other areas remain largely
undisturbed as a result. However, zoning ignores the interconnectedness of park landscapes,
especially in an era of invasives. Concentrating the human footprint in an area does three
things: it cements pathways that repeatedly import and export invasive vectors; it creates the
disturbed area necessary to enable invasives to gain a foothold; and, it establishes a source of
invasions that spread to a park’s wilder areas.

4.6 Conclusions
Invasions by alien species are a growing global problem. They cost U.S. taxpayers alone
hundreds of billions of dollars annually in environmental degradation, lost agricultural
productivity, and increased health problems (Vitousek et al., 1996; Mack et al., 2000; Sala et al.,
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2000; Meyerson and Mooney, 2007). LAME is similarly in danger of incurring huge losses from
the quagga invasion. Lakes Mead and Mohave support significant populations of the federally
endangered razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texanus). They also support fisheries that hatch both
endangered species and sports stock for the entire American Southwest. Over 180 species of
migratory birds use the lakes. Lake Mead is also the sole source of drinking water for 1.6 million
residents of Las Vegas and some 35 million tourists annually. Another twenty million
downstream users draw their drinking water from Lake Mead. The lakes have important intake
towers that feed hydroelectric plants, particularly at the Hoover Dam. They also supply
industrial and agricultural water for much of the dry Southwest. They draw over 500,000 anglers
to their excellent sport fishing. They also welcome over 5,000 recreational boats on a typical
summer weekend (LAME, 2001). Therefore, mussel colonies pose three major threats:
irreversible impacts to the lakes’ ecosystem; damage to physical assets on the lake, from boats
to fisheries and water treatment facilities; and, impairment to the quality of the recreational
experience.
Despite a rapid response to the discovery of a quagga infestation, mussels are thriving at
LAME (Rogers, 2009). Quagga colonies also now exist both upstream and downstream in the
Colorado River Basin and beyond (Benson et al., 2009). It is impossible to pinpoint the exact
origin of these colonies. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to assume that at least some of these
colonies came from the park. Quaggas were first discovered west of the 100th Meridian at
LAME. Moreover, many vessels from several western states use the park’s lakes. This spread
occurred despite the park’s early detection program, a clear operational mandate, sufficient
funding, and access to the best available science. Instead, the practice of zoning is eroding the
enabling infrastructure necessary to prevent and manage invasions in national parks. Zoning
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marries conservation and recreation by carving up parks into areas that segregate each
mandate. However, in an age of invasives, concentrating the human footprint in one area
magnifies the effect of frequent introductions of large numbers of invasive propagules. This
leaves parks open to repeated invasions that start in disturbed areas but quickly spread to a
park’s wilder side. As such, parks are both sources and sinks for alien species. The final cost of
these invasions, in extirpations, extinctions, and treasure, remains to be seen.
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5. How the World Bank Funds Protected Areas
5.1 Introduction
With nearly 13% of the Earth's terrestrial surface formally put aside for conservation
purposes (Jenkins and Joppa, 2009), protected areas are crucial for conserving biodiversity,
protecting ecosystems, sustaining local livelihoods, and supporting natural ecological processes
beneficial to human well‐being (Lee and Jetz, 2008). Here, we consider how the World Bank
allocates its funds for protected areas. It is the largest single international funder of biodiversity
conservation projects (World Bank, 2003; World Bank, 2006). It spends, on average, $275m
annually supporting protected areas in developing countries (World Bank, 2008), including
managing about half of the Global Environment Facility’s (GEF) park portfolio. It thus exerts
disproportionate influence on conservation worldwide and has a key role to play in supporting
the 2010 target to reduce the rate of biodiversity loss globally (Brooks et al., 2006). So, what
does it fund and how are its decisions influenced?

5.2 Who spends what, where?
Globally, there are few recent or reliable data on current expenditures for biodiversity
conservation, in general, or protected areas, in particular (Lapham and Livermore, 2003;
Emerton et al., 2006). The United Nations Environment Programme and its World Conservation
Monitoring Centre published the most recent global survey of protected area budgets and
shortfalls in 1999, based on data collected in 1993 and 1995 (James et al., 1999). They estimated
that $6 billion is spent annually on managing the global protected areas network (James et al.,
2001). These expenditures include national government budgets for recurrent management
expenses and capital outlays, as well as foreign government, multinational, and
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nongovernmental funding. Expenditure varies widely across and within regions, particularly
between the developed and developing regions. Developed regions account for about 88% of
global protected area spending (James et al., 1999). Several recent and influential articles on
conservation funding continue to refer to this increasingly outdated database (e.g. Brooks et al.,
2006; Balmford and Whitten, 2003).

Developing regions spend an estimated $695 million annually on protected areas (James
et al., 1999). One study suggests that national governments provide additional support to
protected areas in an amount between $1.3 and 2.6 billion annually (Molnar et al., 2004). There
are also many investments made by innumerable conservation financing mechanisms (entrance
fees, departure taxes, payments for ecosystem services), small businesses, private landowners
and local communities that contribute to protected areas.

Overseas development assistance also supports the protected area agenda. The USA
spent $22 million annually, Germany, France, the Netherlands, and the UK, $31.5 million
annually, and Japan $3 million annually, in the period 1998 to 2000 on international projects
involving biodiversity, including protected areas (Lapham and Livermore, 2003).

The Global Environment Facility allocated an average of $125 million per year (over $2
billion between 1991 and 2006), including the $60 million mentioned above, for more than 790
biodiversity projects in 155 countries (GEF, 2009). These projects support the sustainability of
protected area systems; mainstream conservation and sustainable use into production
landscapes; build country capacity to implement the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (CPB), and
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prevent, control and manage invasive alien species; and support the implementation of the
Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit‐sharing.

International conservation organizations support protected areas in developing
countries with $150 million annually (Molnar et al., 2004). But there is little published
information on the scale, pattern, and distribution— not to mention consequences — of their
existing levels of support. At least until recently, the three NGOs most active in conservation
priority setting (World Wildlife Fund, Conservation International, and Birdlife International)
could not provide data documenting their spending in each country because they did not track
spending at the national or even regional level (Halpern et al., 2006).

Their available data are extremely general and do not allow us to calculate spending on
protected areas, nor even on field projects, as opposed to national campaigns. For example, in
2007, World Wildlife Fund‐US (WWF) spent $133 million on conservation actions (WWF, 2008);
Conservation International (CI) spent $113 million on its conservation programs, of which $70
million was spent on regional programs in the Neotropics, Africa and Madagascar, and Asia and
the Pacific, with the rest spent on global programs, including the Center for Applied Biodiversity
Science and the Center for Environmental Leadership in Business (CI, 2009); Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS) spent $62 million on its global conservation programs (WCS, 2009);
and, The Nature Conservancy (TNC) spent almost $56 million internationally (USAID, 2008).
Birdlife International spent just over $17 million (8.67m UK pounds) in 2007 (Birdlife
International, 2007).
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The World Bank spends, on average, $309 million annually on biodiversity projects, of
which $114 million comes from GEF sources, but is managed by the Bank. This makes it the
largest single international funder of such projects (World Bank, 2003; World Bank, 2006; World
Bank, 2008). It spends, out of this amount, an average of $275 million annually supporting
protected areas in developing countries. Of this, $100 million annually are from the Bank’s own
sources, $60 million come from the GEF (but are wholly managed by the Bank), and $115 million
are leveraged from co‐financing.

5.3 Investment allocation
The biodiversity value of a region – often proposed as the key to resource allocation – is
likely only one of a number of factors that influence where conservation funds should be
allocated to best protect biodiversity (Bode et al., 2008). Multiple factors beyond consensus
conservation areas may include donor wishes, historical relationships, in‐country spending by
other organizations or government agencies, geographic specialization by organizations, political
stability, and opportunity. Here we outline hypotheses that may affect how the World Bank
invests its money.

5.3.1 Investing in consensus conservation areas
Large international nongovernmental organizations set global conservation agendas.
These groups identify priority regions in which to invest, by mapping “hotspots” (Myers et al.,
2000), “ecoregions” (Olson et al., 2001) and “wild places” (DiSilvestro, 1993; Sanderson et al.,
2002; Redford et al., 2003). Some of these consensus conservation areas are based on species
richness, but often other factors are also included, such as the amount of remaining habitat and
the level of threat.
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The most often voiced spending hypothesis is that countries, states, and agencies
prioritize funds for species recovery by focusing on the relative burden of threats and prioritizing
investment in those species and spaces at most immediate risk of extinction (e.g. Possingham et
al. 2002; Rodrigues et al. 2006; Wilson et al. 2009). Others have pointed out that global
conservation prioritization has had little success in informing actual conservation
implementation (e.g. Mace et al., 2000; Brummit and Nic Lughadha, 2003; Brooks et al., 2006).
Halpern et al., (2006) concluded “overall spending is predominantly in countries containing
priority area(s)” but cautioned that “global priority models are having little effect on how money
is distributed among countries containing high priority area(s).”

An assessment of donor support to conservation projects in Latin America and the
Caribbean similarly found that some high priority regions were relatively neglected and
recommended that the distribution of funding across regions be reviewed (Castro et al., 2000).
One of the explanations for such poor overlap of consensus areas with investment allocations is
that, with few exceptions, these prioritization approaches neglect economic costs and provide a
static assessment of conservation priorities (Wilson et al., 2007).

We examine the Bank’s investment portfolio to assess how closely the Bank marries
spending to consensus conservation areas.

5.3.3 Investing to protect ecosystem services
Another conservation goal, preserving the functioning of the planet’s ecosystems to the
maximum extent possible, is not necessarily incompatible with this desire to save species.
However, Kareiva and Marvier (2003) suggest that “If we measure success simply by tallying up
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total species protected, we risk the folly of allowing major ecosystems to degrade beyond repair
simply because they do not provide lengthy species lists.” They are sharply critical of
biodiversity hotspots: “By relying too much on counts of plant species, this approach loses sight
of whole ecosystems, habitats and the needs of people. … biodiversity hotspots leave too many
places and people out in the cold”.

We find Kareiva and Marvier’s (2003) ideas difficult to test, for they provide no
operational definition of “major ecosystems” or “degrade beyond repair.” Moreover, all
protected areas, in hotspots, coldspots, and everywhere in‐between, provide important and
often irreplaceable ecosystem services for nearby and national communities, particularly in
poorer nations. As a result, we do not test this hypothesis here.

5.3.4 Investing where there is most need
The effect of national economic wealth on protected areas is one of the most important
in securing conservation outcomes. Total spending on protected areas is proportional to gross
domestic product (GDP) among nations. In addition, the number and total areas of protected
areas are positively correlated with GDP, which is itself correlated with national expenditures on
conservation (McKinney 2002). Wealthier nations spend more on conservation. As a result,
international funding transfers may be spent in the least developed, and poorest, places (IMF
2008). We use GDP data to test for this.

5.3.4 Investing to alleviate poverty and induce development
The economic value of each species to its local and national constituencies may be a
significant consideration when deciding on resource allocation (e.g. Leader‐Williams & Albon
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1988). This is particularly true given the Bank’s mission to alleviate poverty. Any of its
investments where conservation can add value to development issues (as well as social justice
and governance regimes) would appear most palatable. We test this hypothesis here by
examining whether countries that depend on nature to attract tourists, especially in countries
where tourism makes up an important share of the national economy, are more or less
supported.

5.3.5 Investing where there is most chance of success
Field‐based conservation efforts are cheaper when conducted in less developed regions
with low cost structures (Balmford et al. 2003). With markedly lower conservation costs and
generally greater conservation benefits, field programs typically have far higher benefit‐to‐cost
ratios in less developed parts of the world (Balmford et al., 2003). So, rather than trying to
identify the most threatened species in consensus areas on a map, the Bank may want to
reward effective and inexpensive actions on the ground as they happen (Kareiva and Marvier,
2003). So where conservation is inadequately funded, what funding does exist may be
concentrated in areas that have proven successful.

This is a difficult hypothesis to test as it introduces success into the equation, so while
we do not test for it, we draw conclusions based on other factors.

Alternatively, because conservation outcomes may be correlated with good governance,
which tends to overlap with higher per capita GNP, conservation investments may focus on
wealthier countries where outcomes are more assured. Using data on corruption we test for this
below.
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5.4 An analysis of World Bank spending
The World Bank’s mission is to alleviate poverty and support sustainable development.
The conservation and sustainable use of natural ecosystems and biodiversity are critical to
fulfilling these objectives (World Bank, 2003). It supports a rich portfolio of biodiversity projects.
We now examine its allocation of resources in light of the hypotheses presented above on how
it might do so.

5.4.1 Methods
Between July 1988 and June 2008, the World Bank approved 598 projects that wholly or
partially supported biodiversity conservation and sustainable use. Each project is associated
with a single funding source within the World Bank. This means that actions on the ground
supported by separate funding sources (such as GEF grants and an International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development loan) count as separate projects. Projects invested in activities
ranging from support to protected areas, conservation policies and capacity building, to
combating invasive species and nurturing sustainable financing mechanisms. All told, the World
Bank spent over $3.4 billion on conservation actions, and leveraged another $2.7 billion in co‐
financed conservation dollars (World Bank, 2008). Of these 598 biodiversity projects, 329
involved direct support to protected areas in 97 countries and through 5 global and 12 regional
projects. We collated all park projects in each country, and correlated this spending with
information on economic output (IMF, 2008), corruption indices (TI, 2008), and tourism
revenues (WTTC, 2008). We used a price level index (PLI) to distinguish current from constant
prices to flatten any possible oscillations between purchasing power in different countries
(World Bank, 2005). A priori, we also lumped countries into regions – Eastern Europe and
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Central Asia; Central and South America; Middle‐East and North Africa; Southeast Asia;
Savannah Africa; Small Island Developing States (SIDS); South Asia; and, Tropical Africa – based
on their similar ecosystems across largely contiguous geographies as well as the existence of all
of these regions but two as regions in the World Bank’s organizational schema. The two
differences include splitting Africa into two according to their stark ecological differences and
the role of nature in their economic profile. We also include SIDS as a separate region to avoid
losing their biodiversity import amidst their larger regional counterparts. Though an island,
Madagascar is clearly not a small island developing state so we placed it within “Savannah
Africa” because of its geographical proximity and the importance of nature to its tourism profile
and as a result, its economic output. The regions and countries are listed in Appendix 1.

5.4.2 Results

World Bank spending in each country varied from roughly $US one million to almost $US
one billion. Given this range, figure 1 plots spending versus gross domestic product and does so
on a logarithmic scale. Larger economies receive substantially larger funds, but this highly
significant correlation (p < 0.0002) shows considerable country‐to‐country variation. Using an
ANCOVA, we find that regional differences are highly significant (p <0. 0001). Given those
overall differences, there is no significant difference between regions in the slopes of the
relationships between spending and GDP (p= 0.9). Figure 1 makes these points visually: the
overall differences are clear, while the slopes of the within‐region fits are all broadly similar.

These results test against the null hypothesis that spending does not increase with GDP.
A rather more interesting null is that spending increases in direct proportion to GDP — i.e. the
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slopes of the fits in figure 1 would be unity. All are highly significant <1.0 (p<0.0001). This
means that for all regions, spending is proportionately greater for each region’s poorer
countries.

Figure 3. World Bank spending per country increases as that country’s gross domestic
product. Note the logarithmic scales. Spending per country differs almost one thousand‐fold
for a given GDP and there are consistent differences between regions (defined a priori, see
text). The dashed line of constant funding shows the slope of all lines for which spending
would be proportional to GDP.
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Savannah Africa and Madagascar

325%

Latin America

146%

South Asia

99%

Tropical Africa

69%

Southeast Asia

68%

Small Island Developing Nations

41%

Middle East and North Africa

24%

Europe and temperate Asia

17%

Table 1. Ratios of regional funding estimates corrected for GDP in decreasing total
investments. Thus, countries in Savannah Africa and Madagascar — receive on average 325%
more funds than expected for their GNP and Europe and Central Asia only 17%.

As figure 1 and table 1 show, countries in Savannah Africa and Madagascar receive more
than three times more funding than one would expect given their GDP. Countries in Europe,
Central Asia, and the Middle East got relatively small amounts of funds. Appendix 1 also shows
how each country fares relative to the region in which we include it and when corrected for
GDP. Henceforth, we call these regional and GDP corrected numbers “adjusted” funds. We
highlight those countries that receive unusually high (>200%) or low (<50%) levels of such
adjusted funding, given the region in which they exist and their GDP.

The countries of Savannah Africa and Madagascar receive the highest overall adjusted
funding and within them Kenya and Madagascar have the highest adjusted funding levels of all.
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Zambia and Malawi fared poorly, while no funds were given to Botswana. Within Latin America,
Mexico, Bolivia, and especially Brazil received the largest adjusted funds, while Belize and Chile,
the lowest.

Tropical Africa, South Asia, and Southeast Asia all have overall similar levels of adjusted
funding. Within these regions, Benin, Ghana, Indonesia, and especially the Philippines received
larger than expected funds, while Ethiopia, Gambia, Cambodia, Pakistan, and especially
Malaysia, did poorly. In Papua New Guinea, World Bank biodiversity assistance was limited to
supporting the country’s National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan in 1999.

There was no effect of a country’s corruption index once the region and GDP were taken
into consideration (p = 0.87). The corruption index scales from 1 (the worst) to 6 (the best). The
three lowest scores (Somalia, Iraq, and Myanmar) received no funding, but Haiti is fourth lowest
and received nearly three times the adjusted funding. Of the 30 poorest scoring countries (2 or
less), 15 received funds, essentially the same fraction as the 17 of 30 countries that received
funds that scored between 4 and 6.

5.4.3 Discussion
We return to the hypotheses presented above for how funds might be allocated, but
must present caveats first. Obviously, World Bank funding is large, but it is not the only funding.
Low or no funding may mean simply that a country found funds elsewhere. Given the paucity of
public records on conservation spending, this is not an easy problem to address. This caveat
conditions the results we now present.
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Consensus conservation areas. Tropical moist forests hold the majority of the world’s
terrestrial species and they form 15 of 25 of the biodiversity hotspots — areas defined to have
high levels of endemism coupled with high levels of deforestation. (Only about 10% of the
original vegetation remains in these 15 areas.) Most groups agree on the tropical countries
involved. They are (1) Colombia, Ecuador and Peru — which comprise the tropical Andes and
Choco/Darien hotspot, (2) Indonesia, Malaysia — which comprise the Sundaland and Wallacea
hotspot — and Papua New Guinea, (3) Madagascar (a hotspot), (4) Brazil, which contains the
Amazon forest — the largest remaining block of tropical moist forest — and the cerrado (a dry
forest) and Atlantic coast forest hotspots, (5) the various Caribbean Island countries, (6)
Myanmar, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos and tropical China, which constitute the Indo‐
Burma hotspot, (7) the Philippines, (a hotspot), and (8) the countries from Panama north to
southern Mexico that constitute the Mesoamerica hotspot.

Brazil, the Philippines, and Madagascar rank 1, 3, and 6 in actual funding, and 5,2 and 9
in adjusted funding. This suggests that conservation priority is important in funding allocation.
Thereafter, the results are decidedly mixed. Columbia, Peru, and Ecuador rank 14, 15, and 22 in
actual funding, 62, 57, and 62 in adjusted funding — hardly reflecting their conservation
significance. In Mesoamerica, Mexico ranks 2 in actual and 18 in adjusted funding, and this
refers to all of Mexico, of course. But the other countries span from 20 (Costa Rica) to 77
(Belize) in actual funding and 25 (Nicaragua) to 94 (Belize) in adjusted funding.

In Asia, Indonesia ranks 8 and 10 for actual and adjusted spending, but of its neighbors,
Malaysia ranks 92 and 96 and Papua New Guinea received virtually no money at all. Thailand
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and Myanmar received no funds, while Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam ranked from 30 to 76 in
actual funding and 19 to 77 in adjusted funding.

Other countries have tropical moist forests, but again no simple pattern emerges to
suggest that conservation priorities are the primary driver of funding. One hotspot, New
Caledonia, is considered part of France and so cannot receive funding. It has one of the lowest
percentages of protected areas of any hotspot.

Outside of the Mediterranean, European countries are on no international list of
priorities and the amount of funding they receive is also low.

The number of endemic species in a region times the one quarter power of the
fractional area of original habitat remaining provides a quantitative prediction of how many
species are at risk of extinction (Brooks et al., 1999; Pimm and Raven, 2000). Under this model,
the regions of conservation consensus would also be the top priorities for funding. As already
noticed, the evidence for this is decidedly mixed.

In addition, there are three regions with Mediterranean ecosystems that have large
numbers of species at risk. The southwest of Australia cannot receive funding. South Africa
holds two of these non‐forest hotspots, the Cape Floristic Province and the Succulent Karoo
(Myers et al., 2000). It ranks 5 in actually funding, though only 63 in adjusted funding because
countries in Savannah Africa enjoy exceptionally high levels of funding (figure 1, table 1). The
third region is the Mediterranean itself. As figure 1 shows, these countries receive exceptionally
few funds.
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Finally, the Caucasus region is a biodiversity hotspot. The two large countries involved,
Georgia and Azerbaijan, rank highly for adjusted funding 1 and 11. (They are, however, in the
group of European and Asian countries which constitute the poorest funded region overall;
table 1.)

Investing where there is most need. Our results clearly show that poorer countries
within regions receive proportionally more funding than wealthier countries, suggesting that the
Bank does consider need in its decision‐making. However, while this may hold within regions,
the same is not true between regions. Although Savannah Africa and Madagascar receives the
most investments overall, small island developing systems receive relatively little despite their
needs.

Investing to alleviate poverty and induce development. Across all regions, the poorest
countries receive the proportionally greater funds, relative to their GDP, suggesting this is a
major consideration for the World Bank.

The countries in what we have called Savannah Africa enjoy the highest overall levels of
actual funding (figure 1.). Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Mozambique, Lesotho,
Namibia, Zambia, Malawi rank 4, 5, 13, 16, 17, 18, 27, 33, 42, and 54 respectively. Botswana
does not receive funds, but then it has the second highest per capita GDP in sub‐Saharan Africa
after Equitorial Guinea (IMF, 2008). All these countries have extensive, famous game parks that
attract substantial numbers of international visitors each year. On average, tourism constitutes
8.3% of these countries’ (and Madagascar’s) GDP, compared to only 5.4% for other sub‐Saharan
countries (WTTC, 2008). Not all tourists are ecotourists, of course. Nonetheless, these data
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strongly suggest that the high investments in these countries reflects the likelihood that they
can more easily benefit economically from conservation outcomes and alleviate poverty
accordingly.

Investing where there is most chance of success. There is no evidence to suggest that
countries with lower‐cost structures receive more investments. For example, in Southeast Asia,
while Laos receives disproportionally more funds that Cambodia, they have similar cost
structures. Moreover, corruption levels do not correlate with spending patterns, suggesting that
investment decisions are not made based on supporting countries with better governance.

Conclusions

We find it surprisingly difficult to compile annual data on how various institutions fund
protected areas in developing countries. Given the uncertainties, the World Bank appears to be
the largest single funder and, indeed, it claims to be so. We find that it allocates increasingly
more funds to countries with progressively larger GDPs, but not proportionately so. Poorer
countries receive relatively more funds than richer ones. There are substantial regional
differences. These only poorly correlate with consensus opinions of which countries are
priorities, where the most endangered species are to be found, or where the most need has
been identified. A rather more compelling explanation is that the World Bank favours countries
where protected areas will likely generate substantial revenues for local and national
constituencies.

More generally, after all, there has been a shift in official donor and government
priorities away from biodiversity conservation and protected areas (Lapham and Livermore,
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2003; Emerton et al., 2006). Following the Millennium Summit of 2000 and the 2002 World
Summit on Sustainable Development, poverty reduction has become the overriding focus that
guides both international assistance to developing countries and the allocation of budgets at
national levels in the developing world. Accordingly, international support for biodiversity
conservation is increasingly driven by social and economic objectives, and especially by its
touted ability to contribute to poverty reduction (Scherl et al., 2004; Locke and Deardon, 2005).
Given the Bank’s mission statement and this shift, our conclusion would appear to fit the data
and the circumstances.
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Appendix 1.
The regions and countries funded by the World Bank and their funding relative to
regionally adjusted GDPs. Countries in boldface receive more than 200% and countries in italics
less than 50% of the regionally and GDP corrected expectations.

REGION

COUNTRY

Proportional

Europe and temperate Asia

Albania

492%

Europe and temperate Asia

Armenia

266%

Europe and temperate Asia

Azerbaijan

314%

Europe and temperate Asia

Bosnia and Herzegovina 110%

Europe and temperate Asia

Bulgaria

160%

Europe and temperate Asia

Byelarus

45%

Europe and temperate Asia

Croatia

196%

Europe and temperate Asia

Czech Republic

24%

Europe and temperate Asia

Estonia

23%

Europe and temperate Asia

Georgia

861%

Europe and temperate Asia

Hungary

63%

Europe and temperate Asia

Latvia

8%

Europe and temperate Asia

Lithuania

21%

Europe and temperate Asia

Moldova

60%

Europe and temperate Asia

Mongolia

250%
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Europe and temperate Asia

Montenegro

151%

Europe and temperate Asia

Poland

130%

Europe and temperate Asia

Romania

154%

Europe and temperate Asia

Russia

156%

Europe and temperate Asia

Serbia

158%

Europe and temperate Asia

Slovakia

45%

Europe and temperate Asia

Tajikistan

420%

Europe and temperate Asia

Ukraine

83%

Europe and temperate Asia

Uzbekistan

19%

Latin America

Argentina

126%

Latin America

Belize

10%

Latin America

Bolivia

209%

Latin America

Brazil

430%

Latin America

Chile

23%

Latin America

Colombia

89%

Latin America

Costa Rica

140%

Latin America

Ecuador

107%

Latin America

El Salvador

81%

Latin America

Guatemala

110%

Latin America

Honduras

117%

Latin America

Mexico

227%
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Latin America

Nicaragua

169%

Latin America

Panama

143%

Latin America

Paraguay

48%

Latin America

Peru

102%

Latin America

Venezuela

97%

Tropical Africa

Benin

379%

Tropical Africa

Burkina Faso

206%

Tropical Africa

Cameroon

136%

Tropical Africa

Central African Republic 28%

Tropical Africa

Chad

85%

Tropical Africa

Ethiopia

19%

Tropical Africa

Gabon

208%

Tropical Africa

Gambia, The

23%

Tropical Africa

Ghana

413%

Tropical Africa

Guinea

101%

Tropical Africa

Guinea‐Bissau

148%

Tropical Africa

Liberia

101%

Tropical Africa

Mali

82%

Tropical Africa

Nigeria

81%

Tropical Africa

Rwanda

138%

Tropical Africa

Senegal

121%
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Tropical Africa

Zaire

64%

Savannah Africa

Kenya

230%

Savannah Africa

Lesotho

116%

Savannah Africa

Madagascar

335%

Savannah Africa

Malawi

38%

Savannah Africa

Mozambique

104%

Savannah Africa

Namibia

59%

Savannah Africa

South Africa

89%

Savannah Africa

Tanzania

105%

Savannah Africa

Uganda

113%

Savannah Africa

Zambia

39%

Savannah Africa

Zimbabwe

118%

Southeast Asia

Cambodia

42%

Southeast Asia

China

150%

Southeast Asia

Indonesia

324%

Southeast Asia

Laos

210%

Southeast Asia

Malaysia

3%

Southeast Asia

Philippines

614%

Southeast Asia

Vietnam

139%

Middle East and North Africa

Algeria

166%

Middle East and North Africa

Egypt

108%
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Middle East and North Africa

Iran

42%

Middle East and North Africa

Jordan

609%

Middle East and North Africa

Morocco

132%

Middle East and North Africa

Syria

16%

Middle East and North Africa

Tunisia

307%

Middle East and North Africa

Turkey

118%

Middle East and North Africa

Yemen

29%

South Asia

Bangladesh

137%

South Asia

Bhutan

97%

South Asia

India

180%

South Asia

Pakistan

40%

South Asia

Sri Lanka

107%

Small Island Developing Nations

Grenada

30%

Small Island Developing Nations

Haiti

276%

Small Island Developing Nations

Kiribati

260%

Small Island Developing Nations

Mauritius

83%

Small Island Developing Nations

Seychelles

164%

Small Island Developing Nations

Western Samoa

34%
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